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Administrative Staff Scholarship
Bowling Green State University
Name
City

Address

\State

Payroll Deduction
0 Monthly$
0 One Time$

\Zip

Social Security No.

beginning
on

ending

Direct
0 Cash$
0 Check$
Signature

1987

Total Gift
$

Solicitor

Date

---,

I

Financial Aid and Student Employment
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0145
(419) 372-2651
Cable: BGSUOH

Bowling Green State University

1986-87 GOALS

1.

Increase corpus of ASC Scholarship

2.

Prepare and submit salary proposal for 1987-88 budget

3.

Improve communication with Firelands staff

4.

Prepare a recommendation for merit distribution

5.

Representative to attend Board of Trustee meetings on Thursdays

6.

Representative to Faculty Senate Budget Committee

7.

Recommend any handbook changes
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
COMMITTEES
1986-1987

PERSONNEL WELFARE-

JILL CARR, JIM AUSTERMILLER, SUSAN DARROW
RICH HUGHES,

PROFESSIONAL DEV.-

DAVE WEINANDY, LINDA KATZNER, RICH HUGHES,
CHARLES SCHULTZ

AMENDMENTS-

PAT KOEHLER, GAIL RICHMOND

FERRARI AWARD-

SALLY BLAIR, PEACE CHAMPION, GREGG DECRANE

SCHOLARSHIP-

DEB HEINEMAN, ANN BOWERS, KATHRYN THIEDE,
RON ZWERLEIN

ELECTIONS-

JIM SHARP

FINANCE-

SUZANNE CRAWFORD
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student Affairs
Jill Carr
1987
Deb Heineman 1987
Tonia Stewart 1988
Daue Weinandy 1987
Peace Champion 1987
Linda P.
Hamilton
1989
Rich Hughes
1989

President•s Area
Pat Cleueland
Jack Gregory
Ron Zwierlein
Greg Jordan
Sue Crawford

1988
1987
1987
1987
1987

!Aerations
John Buckenmyer 1988
Ruth Friend
1987
Jim Sharp
1987
Ed &'Donnell
1989
(Newly elected members in bold face)

Planning and Budgeting
Cary Brewer
1987
Dick Conrad
1988
Charles Scholtz 1989
Linda Hamilton 1989

Academic Aff.airs
Barry Piersol
Christopher Dunn
Ann Bowers
Joan Bissland
Kathleen Steiger
Susan Darrow
Kathy Hart
Linda Katzner
Jane Wood
PauiYon

1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1987
1989
1989
1987
1987

Uniuersity Relations
Sally Blair
1988
Euerett Piper
1988
Pat Koehler
1987
Linda Smaisgood 1989

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
September 4, 1986

A.

Call to Order

B.

Communication Network

c.

By-laws
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Administrative Staff Council Minutes, September 4, 1986
REMARKS FROM
THE CHAIR

Page 3

Heineman noted she had sent a request to
Chris Dalton, Chair of the Faculty Senate
Budget Committee, requesting ASC representation on that Committee, given the impact
of FSBC on administrative salary recommendations.

Good of the Order preceded adjournment at 2:33 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

~~-s~~J

Ja~es

M. Sharp, Secretary
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Bowling Green State University
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TO:

Administrative Staff Council

FROM:

Joni Reed, Acting Chair, Professional Development Committe~}/:__

,..-"")·, .. ,

,/

DATE:

August 28, 1986

RE:

Proposed Professional Development Programs

The Professional Development Committee met during the summer to develop
a series of programs for the upcoming year. From ideas suggested by
last year's participants and committee brainstorming, the topics are
loosely woven into this year's theme of "Communication." The following
Workshop and Luncheon Series topics are presented for your
consideration and approval:
Workshops (2-3 hour programs)
Instructional Media: Designing Effective Presentations and
Materials
Working with Student Problems
Racial Awareness
Luncheon Series (short programs scheduled during noon hour)
Tour of WBGSU-TV
BGSU Budget Process
Personal Financial Planning
Impact of Tax Reforms
A Passion for·Excellence (videotape shown in two back-to-back
sessions)
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Financial Aid and Student Employment
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0145
(419) 372-2651
Cable BGSUOH

MEIDRANDUM

'10:

Administrative Staff Council

FroM:

~b Heineman, Cllair

SUBJ:

Camrunication Network

DATE :

Septer:rher 19, 1900

rn+

Enclosed you will find a copy of the 1986-87 Conmunication Network. Please
check the listing of staff rrerrbers whom you represent and inform rre of any
corrections, additions or deletions by September 30 at noon.
Thank you for your tirre.

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
Minutes
September 4, 1986
Present:

Carr, Heineman, Stewart, Champion, Hughes, Austerrniller,
Cleveland, Zwierlein, Jordan, Crawford, Buckenrnyer,
Friend, O'Donnell, Sharp, Conrad, Schultz, Hamilton,
Piersol, Bowers, Halleck (for Bissland), Richmond, Thiede,
Darrow, Katzner, Wood, Yon, Jones (for Blair), Piper,
Swaisgood, Koehler

Absent:

Weinandy, Gregory, Brewer, McRoberts, Hart

Heineman called the meeting to order at 1:32 p.m. with a general
welcome to all and introductions around the table.
COMMUNICATIONS
NETWORK

Heineman explained function and purpose of the
Network and advised that advance copies will be
mailed very soon. Council members should review
the listing for accuracy and call Heineman with
any corrections.

BY-LAWS

Heineman called attention to the revised by-laws
distributed in the Spring, and special attention
to the attendance policy, emphasizing that our
first duty is to represent our membership by
corning to the meetings.

COMMITTEE
REPORTS

Scholarship - Heineman noted our first scholarship winner was Donna Cappelle, who was introduced
at the opening day reception.
Personnel Welfare
committee members
The current issue
will be maternity

- Yon announced the two new
as Jill Carr and Cary Brewer.
receiving Committee attention
leave.

Crawford also commended the Council on their
input last Spring into the insurance changes, and
asked Council members to remind any new staff to
visit the Insurance Office to review available
benefits.
Amendments - Carr noted the function of the
Committee and indicated that a possible proposal
may be forthcoming to name the past chair of ASC
as a member of the Executive Committee.
Ferrari Award - Gregg DeCrane was the recipient
and all Council members offer their congratulations.

r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Administrative Staff Council Minutes, September 4, 1986

Page 2

Professional Development - Joni Reed, Acting
Chair, offered via memo a topic list for this
academic year. Wood moved to accept the listing,
Jordan second. Motion carried. (List is attached.)
Merit/Evaluation - Stewart noted that survey
responses are still being returned and asked
that any persons not responding to do so quickly.
Needs Assessment - Carr reported all the informat1on is in and a report will be issued to
Heineman very soon.
SECRETARY'S
REPORT

Sharp noted Committee additions over the summer
included:
Computing Council - Duane Whitmire
EOC - Jim Litwin
Insurance - Sandy LaGro
Library Advisory - Kathryn Thiede
Monitor Advisory - Linda Hamilton
Union Advisory - Ed O'Donnell
In addition, recent replacements on Council
include Jim Austermiller for Linda P. Hamilton,
Gail Richmond for Kathy Steiger, and Gail
McRoberts for Chris Dunn.
(Please note these
changes on your Council membership lists.)

PERS UPDATE
Heineman reported no substantial progress on
(Early Retirement passage of the bill, although all sources indicate
passage will occur at some point in time. She
Bill)
also highlighted ASC's recommendations if passage
occurs. Those were made last Spring and included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The University should adopt the provisions
of the bill, if passed.
The early retirement period should be openended with a 1-year notice required.
The number of years of credit purchased
should be 5.
Each employee should give six months advance
notice of intent to retire.
The employee should take at least 3 months
to reach the decision to retire.
Informational sessions should be held to
acquaint employees with their options.
The supplemental retirement plan should be
retained as is.

/6

Administrative Council
Business
Meeting with Deb Hineman
Sept. 26, 1986
Discussed:
1) Priorities for 1986-1087

2u

a.

Salary Proposal to Administration/Budget Committee
Must be submitted by Feb. 13.

b.

Merit Issue.
Merit Committee Currently working on
recommendations.
Will submit to Chair upon
completion.

c.

Insurance Package recently passed by Board of Trustees.

d.

Appointment of ASC Rep. to University Budget Committee

e.

ASC Representation to Board of Trustees.

f.

Needs Assessment- Jill Carr

g.

Scholarship Committee- Deb. H.

h.

United Way. ?

i.

Susanne Crawford- Dept. of Labor Study results by the
End of the year.
Discuss with her how we may use for
salary requests.

To Do:
a.

clarify committee appointments at beginning of ASC
member's term.

b.

address the questions of election process

c.

make appropriate changes in the by-laws

d.

Cancel meetings of ADC in July and August. Discuss
with Executive Committee

Administrative Staff Council
AGENDA
October 2 r 1986

V' I.

Guest Speakers for 1986-87
.;1

F~

(/'II.

1986-87 Goals

VIII.

C.-ani ttee Reports

~ - jt>Nt:
?~....~...~~.

v'IV.

United Way Campaign

s~4~;

VI·

Remarks from the Chair

tV\

VI.

Goocl ..f the et:der

VII.

Adjournment
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
OCTOBER 2, 1986
MINUTES
Guest Speakers
Suggestions included: Dr. Hebe in, Chair bf Faculty Senate,
Chris Esparza, Chair of Classified Staff Council. Dr. Paul Olscamp will be the
guest speaker at the November meeting.
Goals for the Year
Top priority will be the compensation plan request. Other
goals will include: an ASC rep to the Faculty Senate Budget Corrunittee to be
pursued through the Faculty Senate Committee on Corrunittees, opportunity to have a
non-voting ASC rep at Thursday evening sessions of the Board of Trustees, have
the Executive Committee meet at Firelands, increase the corpusd of the ASC
Scholarship, and request Administrative Staff Handbook changes as needed.
~rit

Committee
T. Stewart presented the results of the v.ork done by the
Merit Corrunittee. One hundred and thirty-eight responses were received. Of this
group 125 were in favor of merit and felt it should be determined during the
spring semester. It was also noted that many staff members are not evaluated for
merit. and their is no uniform model for the dispersal of merit money. Most staff
also feel that the number one criteria should be the performance of direct job
responsibilities.
Announcements
E. Piper explained that only the paid amount of an ASC
scholarship donation will be matched by 12/31/86.
Administrative Staff are urged to support the United Way campaign.
to 1,000 donors is needed.

An increase

cary Brewer has announced his resignation. He has accepted a position at the
University of Cincinnati.
cary has contributed greatly to BGSU during his
tenure. OUr appreciation is extended to him.
Remarks fran the Chair
D. Heineman announced her resignation. {Letter on
file). It is with regret that the Council accepts this resignation. According
to the by-laws, th~ Chair-elect is to accept the position, however s. Crawford
has chosen to release herself from this position. As a result a special election
will be held to e1ect a new chair-elect. P. Yon will complete the 1986-87 term
as chairperson effective 11/1/86.
A ~otion was entered and approved to conduct the special election with
S.Crawford's name as the only candidate. The opportunity to write-in a name will
be possible, however, this will be limited to current Council members.
The next meeting of the Administrative Staff Council will be on 11/5/86.
Respectfully submitted,
Suzanne Crawford
Acting Secretary
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
1986-87

NAME
Jim Austermiller
Joan Biss land
Sally Blair
Ann Bowers
*John Buckenmyer
*Jill Carr
Peace Champio'n
*Patricia Cleveland
*Richard Conrad
>tSue Crawford
Sus an Darrow
Ruth Friend
Jack Gregory
Linda Hamil ton
Kathy Hart
Deb Heineman
Rich Hughes
Greg Jordan
Linda Katzner
*Patricia Koehler
Gai 1 McRob.erts
Ed O'Donnell
Barry Piersol
Everett Piper
Gail Richmond
Charles Schultz
Lori Schumacher
*James Sharp (?ecretary)
Tonia Stewart
Linda Swaisgood
Kathryn Thiede
David Weinandy
Jane Wood
*Paul Yon (Chair)
Ron Zwierlein

TERM
EXPIRES
1989
1988
1988
1988
1988
1987
1987
1988
1988
1989
1987
1987
1987
1989
1989
1987
1989
1987
1989
1987
1988
1989
1988
1988
1988
1989
1987
1987
1988
1989
1987
1988
1987
1987
1987

OFFICE
Student Health Center
Continuing Education
Channel 27
Library
Bookstore
Housing Office
Minority Affairs
Athletic Department
Computer Services
Continuing Education
Honors Program
Management Support Services
Athletic Department
Planning and Budgeting
Arts and Sciences
Student Financial Aid
Housing
Ice Arena
Honors Program
Channel 27
Graduate College
Food Operations
School of Technology
Alumni Development
Library
Computer Services
Payroll
University URion
Off Campus Housing
Public Relations
Library
Student Activities
College of Education
Library
Student Recreation Center

PHONE
2-2277
2-8181
2-7035
2-2411
2-2851
2-2011
2-8359
2-2401
2-2911
2-8181
2-8202
2-2236
2-2401
2-8262
2-2915
2-2651
2-2011
2-2764
2-8504
2-7128
2-2791
2-2891
2-7580
2-2701
2-2106
2-2911
2-2201
2-2241
2-2458
2-2716
2-2856
2-2843
2-7372
2-2411
2-7484

*Members of the Administrative Staff Council Executive Committee as of June30,1986

I'+
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

TERM
1986-87
EXPIRES

OFFICE

PHONE

Joan Bissland
Ann Bowers
Susan Darrow
Kathy Hart
Linda Katzner
Gail McRoberts
Barry Piersol
Gai 1 Richmond
Kathryn Thiede
Jane Wood
*Paul Yon (Chair)

1988
1988
1987
1989
1989
1988
1988
1988
1987
1987
1987

Continuing Education
Library
Center for Educ. Options
Arts and Sciences
Honors Program
Graduate College
School of Technology
Library
Library
College of Education
Library

2-8181
2-2411
2-8202
2-2915
2-8504
2-2791
2-7580
2-2106
2-2856
2-7372
2-2411

UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
Sally Blair
*Patricia Koehler
Everett Piper
Linda Swais good

1988
1987
1988
1989

Channel 27
Channel 27
Alumni Develonment
Public Relations

2-7035
2-7128
2-2701
2-2716

OPERATIONS
. 1988
*John Buckenmyer
1989
Ed o•Donnell
1987
Ruth Friend
1987
*·James Sharp (Secretary)

Bookstore
Food Operations
Management Support Services
University Union

2-2851
2-2891
2-2236
2-2241

STUDENT AFFAIRS
Jim Austermiller
*Jill Carr
Peace Champion
Deb Heineman
Rich Hughes
Tonia Stewart
David Weinandy

1989
1987
1987
1987
1989
1988
1988

Student Health Center
Housing Office
Minority Affairs
Student Financial Aid·
Housing
Off Campus Housing
Student Activities

2-2277
2-2011
2-8359
2-2651
2-2011
2-2458
2-2843

PLANNING.AND BUDGETING
*Richard Conrad
Linda Hamil ton
Charles Schultz
Lori Schumacher

1988
1989
1989
1987

Computer Services
Planning and Budgeting
Computer Services
Payroll

2-2911
2-8262
2-2911
2-2201

PRESIDENT
*Patricia Cleveland
Sue Crawford
Jack Gregory
Greg Jordan

1988
1989
1987
1987

Athletic Department
Continuing Education
Athletic Department
Ice Arena

2-2401
2-8181
2-2401
2-2764

Ron Zwierlein

1987

Student Recreation Center

2-7484

*Executive Committee of the Administrative Staff Council as of November 1, 1986
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1986-87 ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
Planning and Budgeting

Student Affairs
*Jill Carr
Deb Heineman
Tonia Stewart
Dave Weinandy
Peace Champion
Rich Hughes
Jim Austermillet

2-2011
2~2651

2-2458
2-2843
2-8359
2-2011
2-2277

President's Area
*Pat Cleveland
Jack Gregory
Ron Zwierlein
Greg Jordan
*Sue Crawford

2~2401

2-2401
2-2711
2-2264
2-8181

Operations
*John Buckenmyer
Ruth Friend
*Jim Sharp
Ed O'Donnell

2-2851
2-2236
2-2241
2-2891

*Executive Committee Members

Lori Schumacher
*Dick Conrad
Charles Schultz
Linda Hamilton

.2-2201
2-2911
2-2911
2-8262

Academic Affairs
Barry Piersol ,
Gail McRoberts
*Ann Bowers
Joan Bissland
Gail Richmond
Kathryn Thiede
Kathy Hart
Susan Darrow
Linda Katzner
Jane Wood
Paul Yon

2-7580
2-2791
2-2411
2-8181
2-2106
2-7891
2-7885
2-8501
2-8504
2-7372
2-2411

University Relations
Sally Blair
Everett Piper
*Pat Koehler
Linda Swaisgood

2-7035
2-2701
2-7128
2-2716

~~
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Alumni and Development
Mileti Alumni Center
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403-0054
(419) 372-2701
Cable BCSUOH

Bowling Green State University
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October 6, 1986

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
RE:

Administrati~ve
S}a~~cil
Everett Piper

Members

~

Foundation C allenge Match for the Faculty/Staff Campaign

As the result of conflicting information regarding the specifics of the
above stated campaign, I offer the following:
*The Bowling Green State University Foundation Inc. will match the pledges
of faculty and staff members which were made during the time period of March 15
- June 30, 1986.
* In order for these pledges to be matched, they must be paid by June 30,
1987.
*If the total pledge is not paid by June 30, 1987, the Foundation will
match that portion that has been fulfilled by this date.
*The Foundation match will follow the original designation of the donor.
Transfers from the Foundation will be made on December 31, 1986 and June 30,
1987 to the various different accounts represented by the donor's designation.
In summary, all individuals who pledged to the Faculty/Staff campaign have
at least one year to fulfill their pledge. The Foundation will match all gifts
toward these pledges that are given on or prior to June 30, 1987. This is what
was implied to the donors at the time of solicitation and the Foundation will
adhere to this policy. If you have any questions, please contact me.
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Financial Aid and Student Employment
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0145
(419) 372-2651
Cable: BGSUOH

Bowling Green State University
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MEMORANDUf4
TO:

Administrative Staff Council

FROM:

Deb Heineman, Chair

SUBJ:

November Meeting

DATE:

October 28, 1986

@\-

Please be advised that our meeting on November 6 will begin at 2:00
rather than our usual 1:30 meeting time. The meeting will be held
in the Alumni Room and will still end at 3:30. Dr. Paul Olscamp will
be our guest speaker at this meeting so plan to bring any questions
or concerns which you would like him to address.
I look forward to seeing you then.

18
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Bowling Green State University

October 30, 1986

~~'C?

Administrative Staff Council
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Administrative Staff Council Members

FROM:

Jill.Carr~

RE:

Meet:mg Agenda

ASC Acting

secre~.(_

Attached please find the agenda for the November 6 meeting of the
Administrative Staff Council. Please bring this agenda with you. If
you have additional agenda items, please call no later than 24 hours
prior to the meeting date.
'
Remember that this meeting will begin at 2:00 p.m. and will last until
approximately 3:30.
Thank you.
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AGENDA
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
6 NOVEMBER 1986
2:00

Sandy Lagro- Insurance Committee

2:30

President Olscamp

3:30

Committee Reports
Personnel Welfare- Jill Carr
Professional Development- Dave Weinandy
Scholarship- Deb Heineman
Elections- Jim Sharp
Amendments- Pat Koehler
Ferrari Award- Sally Blair
Finance - Suzanhe Crawford

4:00

New Business

4:15

Good of the Order

4:30

Adjournment

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 6 1 1986

AGENDA

- SANDY LAGRO

-

COST CONTAINMENT PROGRAM

2:00

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE
- DR. PAUL OLscAMP

-

PRESIDENT

2:15

- COMMITTEE REPORTS

3:15 ·

- ELECTION RESULTS

3:30

- GCX:lD OF THE ORDER

NOVEMBER 6, 1986
AGENDA

- SANDY LAGRO

-

COST CONTAINMENT PROGRAM
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE

- DR. PAUL OLSCAMP

-

PRESIDENT

- GCX>D OF THE ORDER

2:15
3:15

- COMMITTEE REPORTS
-ELECTION RESULTS Q{A.L

2:00

6Jwf-rJ_,-

3:30

-(
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
November 6, 1986
Minutes
Members Present:

((

Member Absent:

Jim Austermiller
Joan Bissland
Sally Blair
Arin Bowers
John Buckenmyer
Jill Carr
Peace Champion
Susan Crawford
Susan Darrow
Gregg DeCrane
Ruth Friend
Linda Hamilton
Kathy Hart
Deb Heineman
Jim Hoy
(for D. Conrad}
Rich Hughes
Linda Katzner
Pat Cleveland
Jack Gregory

Pat Koehler
Gail McRoberts
Ed O'Donnell
Barry Piersol
Everett Piper
Gail Richmond
Charles Schultz
Lori Schumach!=r
· ( for J • Sh a r p}
Randy Sokoll
(for G. Jordan}
Tonia Stewart
Linda Swaisgood
Kathryn Thiede
Dave Weinandy
Jane Wood
Paul Yon
Ron Zwierlein
Kathy Steiger

The meeting was called to order at 2:05 p.m. by chairperson, Paul Yon.
Sandy LaGro _was introduced as our first guest speaker.
Sandy works in
the 'J!-rQssuref''s Offi-ce and specializes in financial planning, risk
management, and investments.
V. V ~ () (~A--rt'1"i CAl~
Sandy presented information reg~rding the Professional Liability
Insurance Program.
It was explained that the cost has increased due to
a change in the insurance market including higher rates, increased
losses, etc.
The company was losing money and was experiencing an
increase in claims.
This resulted in a 300% increase, from $33.00 to
$95.00 for·l million dollars worth of coverage.
At this time there is
no other policy ·written specifically for educational employees.
Sandy then covered the question of whether or not we need this type of
coverage in light of H.B. 176 which calls for the immunity and
indemnification of educational officers with exceptions.

((

If you purchase the $95.00 policy and a suit is filed against you, the
insurance company will appoint an attorney for you.
There is also an
additional comfort level in knowing that you have some extra
protection.
Without the $95.00, if a suit is filed, Phil Mason needs
to be contacted. At this time a University attorney will be appointed.
·Several questions were asked regarding this issue.
Individuals should
realize that most liability suits are multi-million dollar suits.
An

individual cannot obtain this much coverage.
Some protection can be
purchased as a rider on a homeowners policy.
Individuals with specific
circumstances are encouraged to contact Sandy LaGro with specific
questions.
Basically, it is an individual's choice to purchase the
additional coverage.
Information regarding the proposed Cost Containment program was also
presented.
Rollie Hahn from Benefit Plans will address ASC about this
program in December.
Approval is needed from Faculty Senate, ASC, and
Classified Staff Council in order for this proposal to be enacted.
It
was not known what consequences we face if the proposal is not
approved.
It was requested that ASC and CSAC be added to the bottom of the flier
in regards to groups needing to approve this plan.
It was also
clarified that the second. opinion program is already in effect, but the
Cost Containment is only a proposal.
The agenda for the Insurance Committee will be:
--continued work on the Meiniger report
--a wellness program
--information seminars
--preventative medical coverage

(

If there are additional items, please forward these to the Personnel
Welfare committee.
They will then be forwarded to the Insurance
Committee.
Dr. Paul Olscamp was introduced as our second speaker of the day.
In
his opening statement, he indicated that, in general the University is
in good shape, particularly from a business point of view.
We are in
the best financial condition since Dr. Olscamp's arrival and plans for
the future are progressing.
The 75th Anniversary campaign is in
excellent shape.
The internal endowment of the University is
approximately $7,000,0~0 and will grow to $10,000,000 in 3-4 years. At
that point, $1,000,000 will be taken off each year and put into the
academic operation of the University.
Dr. Olscamp will ask Faculty Senate to prioritize the goals stated in
the Role and Mission Statement.
In 1989, they will be asked to review
and revise this statement.
Exciting things are happening academically.
Enrollments are low in the
Great Ideas classes, but we need to move in the direction of
establishing a required core of courses to enhance each student's
liberal education.
Dr. Olscamp then opened to questions from Council members.
1.

What are the plans for the monies raised during the
75th Anniversary campaign?
What future activities
are planned for fund raising?

I

~s.

All 75th campaign monies are earmarked with a few
exceptions.
These are described in the 75th
campaign brochure.
The exceptions include all
restricted donations such as those for the
McMasters Institute, also $150,000 will be used for
minor capital improvements.
It should be noted
that after a campaign of this. nature, the general
level of giving tends to go up permanently.
Our's
has gone from 1.5 million to 3.5 million.
Our goal
is to maintain the 3.5 million level. There are no
formal plans for future f~nd raising activities.
If we go ahead with the building of a convocation
center, funds will be needed for the building of
the non-academic portions of this building.
Therefore, a capital oriented, single purpose drive
may be conducted to meet these needs.
2.

Please clarify our scholarship situation.
We are increasing the total number of scholarships
as well as the number of dollars in scholarships.
All of these are awarded based on academic.
excellence,· not need or athletic ability.
There
are 18 new alumni chapter scholarships and 40
minority student scholarships.
These are all
endowed scholarships, meaning that the principal is
not spent, only the earned interest.

3.

(

What would be the main purpose of the Convocation
Center? What return would the University receive?
The plan for a Convocation Center includes plans
for two buildings.
First, a basketball and
convocation area would be built in amphitheater
style.
This facility would also include winter
sports training areas, faculty offices and seminar
rooms.
Space would also be sufficient to hold
association meetings.
Also, large rooms would be
available for physical education activities and
rental to the community.
The second part of this
project would be to provide additional academic
space in the form of large classrooms.
Anderson
Arena would be renovated into 3 or 4 amphitheater
style classrooms.
This facility would not
necessarily be a revenue generator for the
University. However, money would be raised through
the rental of rooms, concerts, and we may be able
to attract nationally ranked basketball teams with
the new basketball facilities.
The question was
asked if ice would be a part of this facility.
At
this time, an ice sheet is not being considered.
However, some thought is being given to adding
seats in the north end of the ice arena.
A market
survey done 2 years ago indicated that in order for

the addition of these seats to be profitable, our
team would need to be nationally competitive.
Now
that we do fall into this category it is more
fe~sible to consider adding these ~paces.
4.

How. are we doing in regards to student retention?
What can we do better in this area?
We are above the national average regarding
retention of students.
Dr. Olscamp will appoint a
standing retention committee in the near future.
This committee will be adhoc for 2 years, then
Faculty Senate will need to make it a standing
University committee.
Dr. Olscamp also requested
that suggestions regarding potential members and/or
offices to be r~presented be sent to him. One area
that requires improvement is the retention of
minority students.
We need a better record and we
need to recruit more minority students.
Dr.
Olscamp visited a high school in detroit with staff
from the Admissions Office and found that many of
these students are interested in attending BGSU.
Applications from minority students for this fall
were up by 23%, however, many of these students did
not attend.
We don't know the reason for this at
this time.

5.

What is the status of Williams Hall?
The University has done everything it can to get
this project rolling.
The delay is in the STate
Architect's Office.
Dr. Olscamp has visited with
the state architect.
It will be at least 8 months
before anything can be done, at the most 2 years.
There is an understaffing problem in the State
Architect's Office.
Once approval comes from this
office all bids will go out. A flow chart is being
.kept in Karl Vogt's office.

6.

How are we dealing with the new federal regulations
regarding financial aid?
Will it be worse next
year?
Congress has instructed the Department of Education
to simplify the current regulations, but they will
never be as simple as before.
Dr. 01 scamp stated
that we have added part-time staff to our financial
staff.
In addition, some permanent staff will be
added and additional phone lines.
We are no worse
off than any other institution.
Our office
deserves a lot of credit for handling the irate
public so well.

7.

What steps are being taken to provide ample class

:1

space at the freshmen/sophomore level? If the size
of the class is known, why aren't these projections
taken into account when class space is generated?
it is not possible to be accurate within 50
students on incoming numbers or credit hours to be
. taken.
Also, an unusually high number of seniors
failed to take a required class for graduation and
now need to enroll in these classes.
There is also
a lack of physical space, particularly large
classroom space.
We do not have an online
registration process, but we hope to by the fall of
1988.
This is the second most troublesome problem
at the University.
The first most troublesome
problem is alcohol.
Approximately 80% of all
vandalism is alcohol related, 90% of all assaults.
Dr. Olscamp indicated that in the past 5 years, 13
students have died in alcohol related deaths.
8.

Are there plans to move the chimes again?
No, but a fence will be built around
prevent further vandalism.

9.

to

What problems currently occurring on the national
level are not occurring here and vice versa?
Declining enrollments,
budget cuts, especially
oil states.
Relatively
We also have an adequate

10.

them

but not at BGSU.
Also,
in the southern states and
speaking we are well off.
financial aid budget.

Would you speak to us all regarding the
differential in pay increases for the current
academic year?
This decision was made for a variety of reasons.
Dr. Olscamp had to make a visibly special effort
for the faculty due to the fact that they are
ranked at the bottom of the salary scale for Ohio
state universities.
It is Dr. Olscamp's personal
opinion that, on a national level, our faculty and
staff have done well in percentage terms.
our
salaries are significantly higher than many
renowned institutions located in the higher cost of
living areas.
The .5% differential is not a
permanent policy.

11.

What is the current "pulse of the Board of
Trustees?
Will they entertain an equally high
percentage increase?
This is doubtful.
The purchasing power of faculty
and staff has increased.
Please do not cone 1 ude

that Dr. Olscamp isn't willing
higher percentage increase.
12.

to

recommend a

Has any thought been given to getting away from
percentage based merit to dollar ·amount merit?
It is Dr. Olscamp's desire to get away from across
the board increases and go to a 100% merit
situation.
He will continue to attempt to
implement this plan. We have moved one step closer
to that with the change tb 60-40.
In a 100% merit
situation, personnel are rewarded for performance,
not for just "breathing".
This is not a popular
view.
One other way is to give one time merit
payments.

13.

What efforts are being made to increase the amount
of minority faculty and staff?
The rate of hiring minorities and women has
improved in both the faculty and staff areas.
Continued efforts are needed.
Personal contacts
will be thoroughly followed up on.

14.

In light of the current situation regarding the
selection of the Director of Affirmative Action,
will faculty become increasingly involved in the
selection of administrative staff?
This situation
precedent.

15.

should

not

be

treated

as

a

Where does the University stand in relation to
establishing a wellness program?
To date, Dr. 01 scamp has not received a proposal
He is not
for a University wide wellness program.
opposed to this idea and would consider a proposal
,of this nature.

Dr. 01 scamp ended his presentation by stating that he is wi 11 i ng to
come back and speak on other issues.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
D. Heineman presented the election results.
elected as chair-elect.

Suzanne Crawford has been

Scholarship Committee - no report
Jill Carr presented the Personnel Welfare Committee report.
The
committee is set for the year.
Members are:
Rich Hughes, Jim
Austermiller, Susan Darrow, and Jill Carr (chairperson).
Items to be
given attention this year will be:
a review of the proposed Cost

'.

Containment program, increased benefits for part time administrative
staff, review of the Administrative Staff Handbook, release time for
the chair and secretary of ASC, and perhaps the dismissal and
suspension policies.
The committee meets on the first Monday of each
month in the Housing Office conference room.
Everyone is welcome.
P. Koehler will chair the by-laws committee.
K. Thiede will serve as the ASC rep to the ACGFA Committee.
D. Weinandy presented the Professional Development Committee report. A
lunch program is scheduled for 11/20 in the State Room of the Union.
The topic is the Change in Tax Laws.
As a follow-up, a program on
Financial Planning is scheduled for December.
Also, on 12/18 a
workshop on Proper Presentation techniques will be held.
Location is
TBA.
Additional programs for the year will include:
a tour of WBGU,
the BGSU budget process, "A Passion for Excellence", Racial Awareness,
and Student Problems.
P. Yon reported that Jim Sharp
that it is important to him
committee assignments and use
possible.
His door is open and
concern'\

is recuperating well.
He also stated
that all ASC members volunteer for
the communication network as much as
he is willing to discuss any items of

The next meeting is scheduled for December 3, 1986 at 1:30 p.m.
Alumni Room of the Union.
This meeting was adjourned at 3:45 p.m.
Respectfully .submitted:

Jill Carr
Acting Secretary

in the
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Nov. 17, 1986

TO:

Members of the Adminsitrative Staff Council

FROM:

Jill Carr, Acting SecretarY---~~~'--·~.. ~

RE:

Clarification on Professional Liability Insurance

r-,

,, [·

r;. .v\

During our
last ASC
meeting,
information was presented
regarding the issue of
professional liability insurance.
Several ASC members indicated that they purchase liability
insurance as a part of their homeowner's coverage.
After the
meeting, Sandy LaGro investigated this option and found that
liability policies attached to homeowners'
policies often do
not include coverage if you are sued by a fellow employee or if
you are sued for discrimination.
All ASC members are urged to contact their personal insurance
agents and check the extent of your liability coverage if you
purchase your coverag~ as a part of your homeowner's policy.
Please also pass this information along to your constituents.
If you have any additional questions, please contact Sandy
LaGro in the Treasurer's Office.
Thank you.
cc:

Sandy LaGro

-8(
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TO:

Members of the Administrative Staff Council

FROM:

Jill Carr, Acting

RE:

Meeting Reminder

Administrative Staff Council
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403

Secretar;~_(_.

The Administrative Staff Council will meet on Thursday, Dec. 4,
1986 at 1:30 pm in the Alumni Room of the University Union.
Attached please find the agenda for this meeting plus minutes
from our November meeting and minutes from Classified Staff
Council.
Please bring your agenda with you to this meeting.
All Council members -are urged to bring questions for our guest
speakers, Rollie Hahn and Gaylynn Finn, particularly in relation
to the Cost Containment Program.
Please contact your
constituents and get their input on this issue.
We will need to
make a recommendation to the Insurance Committee by Jan 1
regarding the Cost Containment Program.
If you cannot attend this meeting, please send a substitute.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any
questions.
JC/jm

November 25, 1986

TO:

Members of the Administrative Staff Council

FROM:

Jill Carr, Acting

Office of On Campus Housing
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(419) 372-2011
Cable BGSUOH

SecretaryCh_,~( (c;.:~.}-~
l

J

RE:

Insurance Seminar

Sandy LaGro has contacted me requesting information regarding our
interest in attending a seminar to explain our current insurance
program and the proposed cost containment program.
The
University Insurance Committee is willing to sponsor such a
seminar, however, they need to know how many people would
actually attend the session.
It is their desire to make this a
quality session and to keep it as interesting as possible.
The
session would be planned for some time in February.
I am asking that each of you poll your constituents and determine
how many would actually attend a session of this nature~ I will
need to have a number from each of you at the next full Council
meeting.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Thank you for your assistance.
JC/jm

•
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
DEC. 4, 1986
AGENDA

1.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
GUEST SPEAKERS - ROLLIE HAHN, PRESIDENT, BENEFIT PLANS RISK
MANAGEMENT
GAYLYNN FINN, UNIVERSITY TREASURER

3.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

4.

COMMENTS FROM THE CHAIR
H.B. 706
H.B. 845

5.

GOOD OF THE ORDER

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
December 4, 1986
Minutes
Gail McRoberts
Ed 0 •Donne 11
Barry Piersol
Everett Piper
Gail Richmond
Charles Schultz
Lori Schumacher
Tonia Stewart
Tammy Summers
_(for Ron Zwierlein)
Linda Swaisgood
Kathyrn Thiede
Dave Weinandy
Jane Wood
Paul Yon

Members Present:

Jim Austermiller
Joan Bissland
Sally Blair
Ann Bowers
John Buckenmyer
Jill Carr
Peace Champion
Pat Cleveland
Cichard Conrad
Sue Crawford
Gregg DeCrane
Ruth Friend
Linda Hamilton
Kathy Hart
Greg Jordan
Linda Katzner

Members Absent:

Deb Heineman, Susan Darrow, Pat Koehler

Visitors:

Sandy LaGro, Gaylyn Finn, Rollie Hahn, Karen Simcoe

-

The meeting was called to order at 1:40 p.m. by Chairperson, Paul Yon.
Speakers Rollie Hahn and Karen Simcoe from Benefit Plans Risk Management
and Gaylyn Finn, University Treasurer, were introduced. Hahn and Simcoe
presented information on the cost containment provisions of BGsu•s health
coverage plan. The Second Surgical Opinion and Post Procedure Review are
already in effect, however, approval by ASC, Faculty Senate and Classified
Staff Council are required to place in effect the Pre-Admission
Certification and Pre-Admission Testing provisions. Thus much of the
presentation and the ensuing discussion pertained to these two latter
provisions. The following points were made during the presentation:
(1) The purpose of cost containment is not to delay health care and
treatment but to emphasize the employee•s responsibility for his/her own
health care.
(2) Cost Containment does not set limits on admission, but instead asks
for certain procedures to be followed prior to admission in order.to
prevent unnecessary tests and possibly unnecessary surgery. Cost
containment is established to explore alternatives and provide options for
health care.
(3) The pre-admission certification card is completed by the physician
and sent to Benefit Plans prior to the employee being admitted to the ·
hospital. If the cost containment staff at Benefit Plans has questions,
the staff (comprised of consulting physicians and registered nurses) will
contact the physician to inquire as to the proposed treatment. This is
only prior to elective, not emergency surgery.

----·--------------~-----

---------~------
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(4) In the case of emergency treatment/surgery, a 48 hour time limit is
provided within which the employer must contact the cost containment
department of Benefit Plans to inform them of the hospitalization.
(5) In the case of the mandatory second opinion, the list of surgeries
for which the second opinion is required contains those surgical
procedures which are considered risky and sometimes unnecessary.
(6) Cost Containment includes a chiropractic review if the treatment is
believed to be unusually long term or costs are unusually high.
After the presentation, the following questions were raised:
(1) What do the pre-admission certification cards look like?
A sample is included in the packet of information sent to each
employee.
(2) What happens if the employee•s doctor and the cost containment staff
disagree on the treatment?
Then the employee•s doctor•s opinion prevails and the costs are
covered.
(3) Is the above also true for post procedure review?
Correct.
(4) Will the Benefit Plans staff members discussing the case with the
employee•s doctor be a doctor?
Yes, the cost containment department staff are comprised of
consulting physicians and registered nurses.
(5) Who is responsible for arranging the second opinion?
The employee should request suggestions of doctors from his/her
own doctor as most are willing to help with the second opinion.
If problems arise, then call Benefit Plans and they have lists of
specialists in the area and can provide names.
(6) Sometimes a second opinion can delay necessary surgery; how should
this be handled?
When calling for an appointment for a second opinion, you should
state that this is the purpose and most times, you will be worked
in within a few days. Again, if there is a problem, call Benefit
Plans and they will assist. Also recognize that over 94% of the
second opinions concur with the first and if it beomes an emergency
situation and surgery is necessary, the second opinion can be
waived.
(7) Of the 6% of second opinions which disagree with the first, does
catching that 6% pay for the costs of the second opinions?
Yes, this pays for the second opinion program and also provides
better health care for the employee.
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(7) What are the projected savings to the University of all four facets
of cost containment?
Gaylyn Finn responded that a projected $186-$190,000 savings should
be realized by the University.
(8) Where does this money go?
Gaylyn Finn responded that it is not so much where the money goes
but where it does not come from ... the savings will allow a slowing
down of the rising costs of health care •.. if we do riot provide this
savings then more money will have to be allocated to health care.
The cost containment program needs to be mandatory to be cost
effective.
(9) What is the role of the BGSU insurance office?
Any employee can call utilize the insurance office or call directly
to Benefit Plans.
(10) How strict is the 48 hour time requirement to inform Benefit Plans
of emergency care?
Some time limit has to be set, but if you make every effort to
contact the office as soon as possible, you will not be penalized.
Some hospitals _in the area are now calling Benefit Plans automatically when a covered patient has been given ~mergency treatment.
(11) What if the employee just forgets to call?
Benefit Plans is considering placing the toll free number on the
back of the card. (Several members of ASC responded that they
would appreciate that this number be available on the card)
(12) What have been the total amount of paid claims?
They are running about $4 million this year and rising about
10% each year.
(13) What are the net payments made by the University?
Those figures were not available at the meeting.
(14) An example of a surgical process which was completed the same
day as the diagnosis was provided and the question asked would this
be covered as a second opinion was not obtained?
Probably this would be considered an emergency treatment and would
be covered . . . again, Benefit Plans is not going to deny coverage;
they are just interested that the best care and o~ly needed care
is provided.
(15) What is the penalty for non compliance with cost containment?
A 20% reduction across the board for benefits otherwise eligible.
(16) Who makes the decision on the penalty and is it made by the
professionals in the cost containment department?
Yes, the professionals make the decision and there is an appeals
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process; first, through the Insurance Office, then to
the Treasurer or directly to Rollie Hahn to intercede.
If this process still is not satisfactory, then a panel
is established. A panel has never been requested so
no further information was available on panel composition
and authority.
{17) A diagnosis is written on the pre-admission certification card; and
the card is a self-mailer which easily can be opened. Is not this an
invasion of privacy?
Usually the doctor will use a code instead of writing out the
diagnosis. You can request this be done or that the doctor
not write anything except his office hours and phone number and
the cost containment staff will contact him/her for the appropriate
information.
{18) There seems to be some worry about Benefit Plans flexibility in
deciding on if the case is an emergency situation; people do not want
to have to worry about explaining the process during what they are
experiencing as an emergency.
This has not been a problem and if you believe a wrong decision
has been made, then follow the appeals process.
{19) If surgery is scheduled within the 10 day period, then what should
the employee do?
Just call Benefit Plans and go ahead with the scheduled surgery.
If an emergency occurs, just call Benefit Plans at any time of
the day or night and leave your name and employer and number.
Someone will call you and obtain the necessary information.
{20) Have you sent a mailing out to area hospitals and doctors informing
them of the cost containment procedures?
Yes, a mailing already was sent and cooperation has been very good.
{21) When should approval be given by the three groups to place this
plan in effect?
The best would be by January 1, 1987, but if reasonable progress
is being made toward approval, then the plan can go into effect
at a later time.
{A vote on the two cost containment procedures
will be on the agenda at the January ASC meeting)
The speakers were thanked for their presentation and their time.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
One correction was made on the November 6, 1986 ASC meeting minutes.
Sandy LaGro does not work for the Treasurer•s Offfice but for the Vice
President of Operations. The minutes were approved with that correction.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Personal Welfare Committee: Jill Carr reported that the PWC committee
agenda includes providing a recommendation on cost containment for the
January meeting; sponsoring a meeting with the Insurance Committee for all
administrative staff and making editorial changes in the Handbook.
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f.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Professional Development: Dave Weinandy reported that a workshop on
utilizing-the overhead with presentations will be held on December 18,
from 9-11 am. Staff from the Instructional Media Center will be in charge
of this workshop.
Ferrari Award: Sally Blair has agreed to chair this committee again and
Peace Champion, Gail McRoberts, Linda Hamilton and Gregg DeCrane have
agreed to be members of this committee.
Amendments and Bylaws: No report
Elections: Jim Sharp should be returning to work on December 8 and will
then coordinate a special election for a replacement for Jack Gregory who
has resigned from the Council.
Finance: Sue Crawford is chairing the subcommittee to develop salary and
fringe benefits recommendations. Members of the committee include John
Buckenmyer, Pat Koehler, and Paul Yon.
Scholarship: A meeting is scheduled for Monday, December 8 to decide on a
timetable and revise the application forms.
COMMENTS FROM THE CHAIR;
House Bill 845 which requires that those students not registered with
selective service will have to pay a surcharge similar to out of state
fees will probably be adopted by the Board of Trustees to protect the
University as it now is a state law. ASC went on record as not agreeing
with this legislation as it appears to be discriminatory and not a state
but a federal issue.
·
House Bill 706 has passed which allows for an early retirement program for
both classified and administrative staff. Recommendations agreed to last
year by ASC have been forwarded to the President. No other information is
available at this time.
GOOD OF THE ORDER
The question was raised as to the ASC operating budget. It is $1500.
The next meeting is scheduled for January 8, 1987 at l:JO p.m. in the
Alumni Room of the Union.
-The meeting was adjourned at 2:55 p.m.
HAPPY HOLIDAY WISHES TO ALL ASC MEMBERS
Respectfully submitted:
·Ann Bowers, Acting Secretary
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December 22, 1986

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Administrative Staff
Members

Council Executive Committee

.··\

FROM:

Jill Carr, Chair, ASC Personnel Welfare Commit4tl(

RE:

Editorial Changes for Administrative Staff
Handbook

U

Attached please find the list of proposed editorial changes for
the Administrative Staff Handbook.
In addition you will find
several items that will require further attention as decisions
are made within the University and on the Federal level.
The maternity/paternity/adoption leave policy will receive a
major overhaul. A recommendation for a significant policy change
will be forthcoming.
Please note that a section regarding the Role and Mission
Statement will be added including the full statement as an
appendix.
In addition a short statement will be written
regarding the merit system and will be suggested for addition to
the section on evaluation.
Should you have any questions regarding this proposal, please
feel free to contact me or any member of the Personnel welfare
Committee. Thank you for your attention to this matter.
cc:

PWC Members

Enclosure
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
Minutes of the Meeting
Thursday, January 8, 1987

University Union
Alumni Room

Present:

Austermiller, Lowell (for Blair), Bowers, Buckenmyer,
Carr, Champion, Conrad, Darrow (also for Katzner),
DeCrane, Hamilton, Heineman, Hughes, Jordan, Fitzgerald
(for Koehler), Layman (for O'Donnell), Piersol, Piper,
Lemaster (for Richmond), Schultz, Sharp, Stewart,
Swaisgood, Thiede, Weinandy, Wood, Yon, and Zwierlein

Absent:

Bissland, Cleveland, Crawford, Friend, Hart, McRoberts,
and Schumacher

Chairman Yon called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m.
Carr moved, Buckenrnyer second, to approve the minutes of the
December meeting. Motion carried.
OFFICER REPORTS

Yon reported for Crawford that the committee
dealing with salary increase recommendations
is still compiling data and comparative
information. Upper level comparisons have
been identified, but lower level positions
are more difficult, such as assistant
directors and managers. A complete recommendation will be presented at the February
Council meeting.

PERSONNEL/WELFARE
COMMITTEE

Carr presented a resolution concerning Cost
Containment in the University insurance
program.
(Copy attached.)
Bowers moved to
approve, Schultz second. Discussion ensued
concernincr item 2 of the resolution concerning
emeraency notification. The concern was
expressed that such notification may not
always be possible in a timely fashion so as
to possibly jeopardize insurance coverage.
Darrow moved to amend the motion to eliminate
item 2 from the resolution. The motion died
for lack of a second.
Wood moved to close debate, Hamilton second.
Carried.
The main motion to adopt the resolution
carried.
Carr presented recommended editorial changes
for the ASC handbook {copy attached) , noting
that these changes were being addressed earlier
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than normal due to S. Caldwell's temporary
leave. Stewart moved to approve, Heineman
second.
Zwierlein expressed concern that Council was
being asked to approve policies not yet fully
drafted. Carr explained that the approval
was actually for the editorial changes at the
top of the page, and a request for approval
to proceed to formalize those items at the
bottom of the page.
To clarify, Bowers moved to amend the main
motion to approval of the editorial material
and item 6 (Role & Mission Statement) and to
continue the other items until completed.
The amendment carried, as did the main motion
as amended.
Carr also noted that Benefit Risk Plans had
been merged with another company. Yon offered
that he has sent a memo to Gaylyn Finn,
University Treasurer, asking if the sale
would impact employees in any way.
Yon also asked Council members to suggest any
changes in Fringe Benefits to any PWC member,
mentioning specifically the inclusion of the
Recreation Center "Fit Well" program as a
possible inclusion.
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Weinandy reported that the current luncheon
program features a tape of "A Passion for
Excellence" and that attendance has been
quite good.

SCHOLARSHIP

Heineman estimated that a $5-600 award is
possible this year, that applications have
been sent to the Deans, and that our annual
solicitation to all staff will probably take
place near the end of March.

NEW BUSINESS

Weinandy explained the National Narrow Cast
Program via a handout (copy attached). He
then moved to appropriate $300 toward funding
the program. Hamilton second.
In a response
to an inquiry, Yon reported our budget
currently has a balance of $1,000.01 and
that no major expenses are anticipated.
Motion carried.

Yon introduced the guest speaker, Dr. Virginia Platt,
University Trustee.
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Dr. Platt prepared her answers to.questions by stating that
she had a thorough commitment to the future of Bowling Green
State University, and that any comments she made were not to be
interpreted as official statements.
- What role will the Trustees play in developing guidelines for
PERS buy-out for administrative staff?
Any policy changes are usually recommended by the University
administration to the Board, after going through normal
channels, including Faculty Senate. She views the benefit
package as identical to that offered to faculty a few years ago.
Dr. Platt also commented that our request to Chris Dalton
(Chair of the FSBC), in her opinion, was a very legitimate
request.
- Your opinion on last year's salary differential between faculty
and administrative staff.
The recommended differential came "as a bolt out of the blue."
The faculty are probably better able to have parallel figures
on a national basis for comparative purposes, and ASC needs
similar comparable data.
- Should the ASC have a representative present at Thursday night
work meetings of the Board of Trustees?
ASC representation should be comparable to that of faculty and
student representation. Susan Caldwell, in Dr. Platt's opinion,
represents her superior, and we should have an elected representative, but with no vote on Board matters.
- Does the Board have a clear understanding who administrative
staff are and the important role they play at BGSU?
The Board is not really aware of the contributions of administrative staff.
They have materials in the Handbook which come
up for periodic revision, but not much else. Dr. Platt, in
response to a comment, was also surprised at finding out that
the Handbook items recommended for change are not necessarily
items agreed to by ASC.
- What are the salary projections for 1987-1988?
Dim-Dim-Dim, State subsidies are expected to be down, and some
attention should be given to the faculty-staff differential.
- What would you identify as the most critical issues facing the
Trustees/BGSU for 1987-1988?
Disintegration of our physical plant is a very critical issue.
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- Who makes the Board committee assignments?
The Chairman, usually on the basis of length of service.
- What are the normal sources of information going to the
Trustees?
The Monitor, BG News, clipping service items, and all Faculty
Senate minutes.
GOOD OF THE ORDER

Hamilton announced that a reception for
Susan Caldwell is scheduled for Thursday,
January 22, in the Presidential Suite in
the Union. The time will be 4-6. All are
welcome.

The meeting adjourned at 2:51 p.m.
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EDITORIAL CHANGES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF HANDBOOK

PAGE

LOCATION

CHANGE

ii
iii

Section III- 3rd parag.
3rd parag. - line 3

correct "ratification"
correct "eligibility"
spacing on "iii"

iv
7
10
19

1st parag. -line 5·
end of 1st parag.
2. - line 3
1st parag. - last line
parag. 5& 6

one "1" in counseling
correct spacing
capital "u" in BGSU
change "in" to "as"
dbl. space before PERS
and STRS

B. 1 ine 3
last parag. - line 2
3rd parag. - line 4
Key Replacement Policy
Parking - line 5
( 4) - 1 i ne 1
F. - 1 ine 1

correct "either"
correct "whenever"
change "may" to "will"
all "shall" to "will"
correct "identified"
correct "medicare"
remove "four"

20

23
25.1
40

41
43

51

•

Other items for consideration or correction:
1.

Page 7
3. Reporting Of Invention - should this policy
change the appropriate update would need to be added. This
is under consideration by the Faculty Senate at this time.

2.

Page 8 - A. Continuance - Last paragraph should be changed to
the following wording:
Recommendations for non-renewal
(which will include supportive information) WILL BE MADE TO
THE
APPROPRIATE
CONTRACTING
OFFICER
(PRESIDENT, VICE
PRESIDENT, OR DEAN).

3.

Page 9~2
A section will be added to describe the merit
evaluation system and the evaluation process which should
accompany this.

4.

Page 20 ~ Investigation needs to be done to determine if the
mandatory retirement age can remain at 70 in light of the
bill recently signed by President Reagan to do away with this
age category.

s.

Work is being done
to
recommend
maternity/paternity/adoption policy.
will be forwarded at a later date.

6.

It is suggested that the attached paragraph be added to
Section I.
The location would be between "Retirement" and
"Sexual Harassment Policy".
It is also suggested that a copy
of the University Role and Mission Statement be added as
Appendix F.

a
change
in the
This recommendation

ROLE AND MISSION STATEMENT
Bowling Green State University is committed to a set of
mutually agreed upon goals and purposes.
This statement is
referred to as the University Role and Mission Statement. ~11
University personnel are encouraged to develop and fulfill
objectives which will result in the attainment of the goals
within this statement.
All Administrative Staff members are
urged to be familiar with this important document.
The
University Role and Mission Statement appears as Appendix F.
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COST CONTAINMENT RESOLUTION

The Personnel Welfare Conmittee has addressed the proposed cost containment
program for Bowling Green State University. The Personnel Welfare Committee
supports cost containment as a means of reducing medical care costs which will
be in the best interest of EGSU administrative staff employees.
Therefore, be it resolved that the current cost containment policy be accepted
with the following recommendations:
1.

Any cost savings realized as a result of cost containment be used to
either reduce the cost of current benefits or fund additional benefits.

2.

The last sentence of the proposal be modified to read "For emergency admissions, you or your representative should notify the BPRM cost containment department within 48 hours following admission OR AS SOON AS IS
PRACTICAL UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES 11 •

3.

The current format of the Pre-admission Certification Card be changed to
insure confidentiality of medical records.

4.

A University-wide appeals committee be established to address claims
settlement. This appeals committee shall consist of members representing:
Faculty Senate, Administrative Staff Council, Classified Staff Council,
Benefit Plans Rish Management, and the University Insurance Office.
·

5.

The employee inSurance card be changed to reflect the toll free BPRM
telephone number.
In addition, a statement requesting the hospital to
contact BPRM in case of the inability of the patient to make a phone call
be printed on the back of the card.

NATIONAL NARROWCAST SERVICE

***

VIDEO BASED TRAINING PROGRAM FOCUSING IN THE AREAS OF MANAGEMENT AND
SUPERVISION.

***

WE WOULD RECEIVE THROUGH THE ON CAMfUS TELEVISION STATION TEN HOURS
OF PROGRAMMING PER MONTH. (p1Mo5 efl~

***

SUBSCRIPTION FEES FOR THE SIX MONTHS OF PROGRAMS (SIXTY TOTAL HOURS)
WOULD BE $3,200.

***

IF WE SUBSCRIBE BY THE END OF JANUARY, WE RECEIVE A TWENTY PER CENT
DISCOUNT FROM THE $3,200 FEE.

***

WE ARE ALLOWED TO USE THE TAPES FOR A FULL YEAR.

***

THEY COULD BE USED BY A VARIETY OF AREAS ON CAMPUS FOR TRAINING AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES. ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
WOULD USE THE TAPES FOR LUNCHEON PROGRAMS, WORKSHOPS, OR VIEWING BY
INDIVIDUAL DEPARTMENT STAFFS.

***

FUNDS ARE BEING REQUESTED FROM A VARIETY OF AREAS •.• OPERATIONS
TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT, ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF PERSONNEL SERVICES,
CHANNEL 27, ETC.

***

NO VICE PRESIDENTIAL SUPPORT FOR THE PROJECT.

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
Resolution
WHEREAS, the

executive

budget

State

University

Green

proposal

for

a

instructional

1987-88 Bowling
subsidy

is $1.9

million or 3.75% less than that received in 1986-87; and
WHEREAS, the

projected

Ohio

Board

increase

of

in

Regents

student fees needed to meet

estimated

expenses for Bowling

Green State University would be 25%; and
WHEREAS, the
in

executive
the

last

national

budget
four

proposal would destroy gains made

years in bringing Ohio closer to the

average

of

33%

of

the

cost

of

a

higher

education borne by the student; and
WHEREAS, the

executive budget proposal would increase the portion

of the cost of higher education to 46%; and
WHEREAS, the

increase in student fees at a time of severe cuts in

Federal
the

Financial Aid could have a devastating impact on

ability

of

students

to

attend

colleges

and

universities in the state of Ohio; therefore be it
RESOLVED:
That
State

the

Administrative

University,

a

Staff Council of Bowling Green
representative

University,

the

urges

the

structure

legislators

of the Ohio state legislature to take action

will

the

in

governance

that

of

body

preserve the positive momentum created by the

legislature
opportunities
be it further

in

regard
at

a

to

providing higher educational

realistic cost to the students; and

so

CCC

Bowling Green State University

Center for Archival Collections
5th Floor. Jerome Library
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(419) 372-2411
Cable: BGSUOH
Holdings: Northwest Ohio
University Archives·
Great Lakes

MEMORANDUM

To:
From:

Committee on Amendments and By-Laws
, Professor
Dr. Gerald Saddlemire
College Student Personnel
, Professor
Ronald Stoner
Physics and Astronomy
, Professor
Denise Trauth
Radio, Television, Film

Re:

Request for Change in Academic Charter

In accordance with Article XIII, 2 paragraph 1, we propose the following
change in the membership of the Faculty Senate Budget Committee, article
IV, 6.E.
"The Faculty Senate Budget Committee shall be composed of seven faculty
members elected by the faculty member of the Senate, one graduate student
appointed by the GSS, and one undergraduate student appointed by USG, and
one member from the Administrative Staff Council, appointed Qr the
council."
Rationale:
Currently the University employs 350 Administrative Staff who have no
direct involvement in the University's budgeting process. By granting
membership to a person from the Administrative Staff Council, these 350
professionals would then achieve representation in the budget process.
Although many of these professionals work in areas governed by the Vice
Presidents, the Vice Presidents are not directly responsible in the
University Budget Committee to represent the concerns of the
Administrative Staff.
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RESOLVED:
That

the

Administrative

State

University

State

of

of

Regents

Staff Council of Bowling Green

encourages the General Assembly of the

Ohio to restore $2qg million to the Ohio Board
1988-89 biennial budget in order to maintain

the students' share of their educational costs at 36%.

1'-----=-----a..--:---:-=:-:
:~

Proposed Ammendment to the ASC Charter
SECTION IV - Officers and Committees
PRESENT:

PROPOSED:

Committees
1.

Executive Committee. The Executive Committee shall be composed of the
Chair, the Chair-Elect, the Secretary and one representative from each
Vice Presidential area, elected from the Administrative Staff Council by
the full administrative staff membership.

1.

Executive Committee. The Executive Committee shall be composed of the
Chair, the Chair-Elect, THE ·IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIR, the Secretary and one
representative from each Vice Presidential area, elected from the Administrative Staff Council by the full administrative staff membership.
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CCC

Bowling Green State University

Center for Archival Collections.
5th Floor, Jerome Library
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(419) 372-2411
Cable: BGSUOH
Holdings: Northwest Ohio
University Archives
Great Lakes

MEMORANDUM

To:

David Weinandy, Director
Orientation

From:

Paul D. Yon, Chair?~
Administrative Staff Council (ASC)

Re:

Professional Development Funds

Date:

13 January 1987

Please be advised that the Administrative Staff Council approved at their
January meeting a sum of $300 to help support the Narrow Cast Program. We
will make the money available to you when the remaining amount of
underwriting monies have been raised. I and the Executive Committee
believe it is an excellant idea and benefit for administrative staff.
Good luck in raising the remainder of the funds.
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MEMORANDUM

To:

Administrative Staff

From:

Paul D. Yon, Chair
Administrative Staff Council

Re:

Personnel Survey

Date:

15 January 1987

-~
r

The Faculty Senate Budget Committee has requested the Administrative Staff
Council to provide to them a salary and fringe benefit proposal for
1987-88 by 13 February. For the last three months the Salary and Fringe
Benefit Sub-Committee of the Executive Committee has successfully been
collecting the necessary data for the proposal. Their report and
subsequent salary and fringe benefit recommendations will be discussed at
the 5 February Council Meeting.
In order to support our salary and fringe benefit proposal, would you
please complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it to Jill Carr,
Housing Office, 440 Student Services, by 28 January. I believe an
attached summary of this additional data will enhance our proposal.
Please give this request a high priority. Thank you.

PDY:lle
Enclosure
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
5 February 1987

1.

Call To Order

2.

Approval of Minutes

3.

Committee Reports
Personnel Welfare - Jill Carr
Professional Development - Dave Weinandy fa.-6 t8'th y%SJ bc.Jqaft --eo.J._,";.:>
·
1lc~rrow ~+ ~ pUA-~~
Finance - Suzanne Crawford
Amendments - Pat Koehler
. ·
Ferrari Award - Sally Blair;;)~ @J uP~ ~Scholarship -Deb Heineman SSI"U"'JllitLc.n-b
-~~rJ-.u.~
~
~
Elections - Jim Sharp
v-,1 - - ~

4.

Old Business
Salary Proposal
Fringe Benefit Proposal
Amendments

5.

New Business
Meeting with the President

6.

Good of the Order

7.

Adjournment

I

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
Minutes of the Meeting
Thursday, February 5, 1987

University Union
Alumni Room

Present:

Austermiller, Dante (for Bissland), Blair, Bowers,
Sonnenberg (for Buckenmyer), Champion, Gerwin (for
Conrad), Crawford, Darrow, DeCrane, Martini (for
Hamilton), Hart, Fahrer (for Heineman), Hughes, Jordan,
Katzner, Koehler, McRoberts, O'Donnell, Piersol, Piper,
Richmond, Schultz, Sharp, Stewart, McLean (for Swaisgood),
Thiede, Weinandy, Wood, Yon, and Levin (for Zwierlein)

Absent:

Carr, Cleveland, Friend, and Schumacher

Chairman Yon called the meeting to order at 1:32 p.m., and
thanked all for their attendance.
COMMITTEE REPORTS

Professional Development - D. Weindandy ndted
the next luncheon program is set for later in
February, will be titled "Budgets at BGSU,"
and will feature Dr. Richard Eakin as the main
speaker. He also indicated that the video
program for which ASC approved support funding
had been purchased. Current training programs
available include Performance Appraisal and
Time Management.
Amendments - Pat Koehler shared the proposed
changes to the ASC Charter and ASC By-Laws.
(Copies included herein.)
These shall be
voted upon at the next ASC meeting.
Ferrari Award - Sally Blair reported that two
representatives from each Vice Presidential
area are on the selection committee and that
a selection will be made by May 1.
Scholarship - Eight applications have been
received--the deadline is Friday, February 13.
Elections - Sharp reported that the election
for the ASC replacement in the President's
area is underway, with Friday, the 6th,
being the voting deadline. He also shared
the names and areas of new administrative
staff.
(Representative assignments are
included with these minutes.)
Personnel Welfare Committee - Rich Hughes
stated that the proposed maternity/paternity
policy is still undergoing discussion and that
that policy will be ready for Council consideration very soon.
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Sue Crawford began her report by noting the
difficulty of gathering reliable data with
which to compare administrative staff salaries.
Data from both other MAC schools and, on a
more national scale, data from the College
and University Pe.rsonnelAssociation (CUPA)
were used for purposes of comparison and
future recommendations.
Crawford reported that director level positions
at BGSU, as compared with CUPA salaries and
other MAC salaries for equivalent positions,
based upon a 5-year average, are currently
at the 40.6 percentile.
To achieve a goal of the 50th percentile,
Crawford continued, we will need at least a
10% increase in each of the next 3 y~ars.
She shared our proposed recommendation (copy
attached), and noted in further explanation
that administrative staff suffered a 27%
turnover rate last year--24% after residence
life and athletic department staff are
factored out.
Simply put, 1 out of 4 staff
left last year.
Yon thanked Crawford and her committee for
the excellent presentation and information.
Questions and comments included:
-~-Clarification

that we are requesting 10%
over each of the next three years to
ach.ieve the 50th percentile. Yes, that is
correct.

---What is the salary comparison at lower
staff levels, below director? Although
we have no general data, the situation is
probably worse.
---Would it be easier to request market adjustments instead of a high overall increase?
No, as there would not be nearly enough
money.
---In compiling the internal data about our
staff and their professional involvements,
what was the survey return rate? 46%
Crawford moved to approve the recommendation;
Jordan second. The motion carried unanimously.
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Rich Hughes, on behalf of the Personnel
Welfare Committee, presented the recommendations for changes in Fringe Benefits.
(Copy attached.)
The recommendations were
a result of those requested most by staff in
a recent poll. The recommendations are:
1.

Elimination of the employee's share
of family health insurance benefits.

2.

cost coverage of a complete physical
exam every two years, including the
cost of the lab work for a pap smear.

3.

Full coverage of family dental/vision
benefits.

4.

Cost coverage for staff participation
in the FITWELL program.

Schultz moved to approve the recommendations;
Thiede second. Discussion included mention
that the 92%/8% share of the family coverage
cost was a balancing of those costs with
salary increases last year.
In addition, it
is to all of our benefit that we stay
generally healthy, so as to keep medical
coverage costs as low as possible.
The motion to approve carried unanimously.
Yon also noted that he would, as Chair of ASC,
recommend that the Personnel Welfare Committee
and the Salary Recommendation Committee be
merged beginning next year, such a combination
would allow a joint recommendation concerning
salary and benefits.
CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

Paul reported on his meeting with Dr. Olscarnp,
and noted that the discussions were very open
and candid.
Regarding Thursday night attendance at Trustee committee meetings, Yon
_reported that the President opposes the idea,
but that he (Dr. Olscarnp) would discuss the
issue with the Trustees.
Yon also reported that our request for a
permanent seat on the Faculty Senate Budget
Committee would be corning soon to the floor
of the Senate.
If that request fails or takes
too much time, Yon will request an ad hoc
seat on the Committee for ASC input.
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In an update on Early Retirement, Yon said
that Dr. Eakin is awaiting actuarial tables
from PERS, expected soon.
GOOD OF THE ORDER

Barb Kelley advised Council that the School
of Nursing would be sponsoring blood pressure
screenings in variou~ areas of the campus
and urged all to participate.

The meeting adjourned at 2:32 p.m.

2-5-87
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF SALARY REQUEST
1987-88
The Administrative staff requests a 10% salary increase for
1987-88. According to College and University Personnel
Association (CUPA) data, this is the minimum percentage increase
needed over each of the next three years to bring administrative
staff salaries up to the 50th percentile of similar positions in
colleges in the Mid-American Conference and throughout colleges
and universities of similar size and budgets.
Administrative staff members are 12-rnonth employees. Most have
masters degrees; 9% have PhD's. Although the qualifications fortheir positions do not change with longevity, the responsibilities
associated with their positions do. For example, as administrative
staff become increasingly experienced, their roles as
decisionmakers become more demanding and complex.
In addition, administrative staff are expected to grow in interpersonal skills,
program design and computing skills, ability to provide increased
opportunities for student internships, etc. At the same time,
there are no opportunities for the rnajori ty .. of the administrative
staff to enhance their expertise or supplement their income
through professional activities such as sabbatical leaves,
consulting, or summer school teaching.
If granted, the 10% salary increase for administrative staff
should help stern the 27% annual turnover that has occurred in
its ranks over the past several years. Even when residence life
staff and athletic department staff are eliminated from the
count, administrative staff turnover occurs at the alarmingly high
average rate of 24%. Clearly, this turnover rate is not cost
effective.
Just as faculty members seek to -achieve the 60th percentile in
their salaries, so too should the administrative staff who work
with them to make the university a major teaching and research
institution. The argument used to justify an increase in the
salaries of faculty should also be used to justify an increase in
_the salaries of administrative staff: higher salaries will
attract more qualified and dedicated personnel. Among administrative staff members, 25% play leadership roles in national
organizations, 56% present papers at professional meetings,
16% receive grants from foundations and agencies, 19% teach
university courses, and 20% publish. These impressive statistics
refer to activities which go far beyond most job descriptions.
If the university truly wishes to pursue a~adernic excellence, it
no longer can afford to conduct its hiring practices under two
sets of criteria.

bl

-2Finally, a 10% salary increase for administrative staff would
also move the administrative staff closer to the 50th percentile.
To bring administrative staff salaries to the desired 60th
percentile, an additional $900-$1,000 per position per year
would be required.

All salaries and data comparisons were obtained from the 1985-86
CUPA reports.

PERSONNEL WELFARE COMMITTEE
1987-88 FRINGE BENEFIT PACKAGE RECOMMENDATION
Based on the results of the recent Administrative Staff Information
Survey and on personal contacts with individual constituents, the
ASC Personnel Welfare Committee hereby recommends the following
additions/changes to our fringe benefit package.
It is also
recommended that these changes become effective July 1, 1987 and
be maintained throughout the 1987-88 contract year.
1. Administrative Staff across the campus feel strongly, and
request frequently, that the employee contribution to the cost of
family health insurance benefits be eliminated. We understand
that a plan was devised and approved last year whereby a portion
of the family health insurance is now being paid by the University.
This benefit will increase until the total cost pick up by the
University reaches 92% of the total cost. This is scheduled to
occur in Jan. of 1988. However, staff members continue to state
that in order to remain competitive with other state universities
and area employers, this benefit should be paid in full by the
University as of July 1, 1987.
2.
In order to support the concept of preventative medicine as
a means to the ultimate reduction of long term, high cost medical
treatment, the Administrative Staff requests that the University
cover the cost of a complete physical examination every 2 years.
In addition, it is requested that the cost of an annual pap smear
be covered by the University for the same reasons as those listed
for the physical examination.
3. The Administrative Staff requests that the University provide
full coverage of family dental/vision benefits. The current
annual cost to the University per employee for family dental/
vision is $24.09 for dental and $6.29 for vision, or a total of
$30.38 per employee.
If Administrative Staff were given this
benefit the cost to -the University would be approximately $10,936.80
per year.
This is based on the current per employee cost with the
possibility of 360 full time Administrative Staff members being
eligible to receive the benefit. Again, this would assist with
the desire to remain competitive with other state universities
and area employers.CORRECTED COSTS: $30.38 per employee per MONTH.
PROJECTED ANNUAL COST: $68,000.
4.
In an effort to promote preventative health measures and to
keep the cost of medical payments paid out by the University to a
minimum, the Administrative Staff recommends that the University
provide the opportunity for Administrative Staff members to
participate in the FITWELL program.
It is recommended that the
Universi-ty cover the cost of the participation fee as established
by the FITWELL staff.
The current cost is $30.00 per person.
It
is our contention that this small cost could significantly reduce
the greater cost incurred when paying hospital and doctor's fees
for conditions such as heart attack, stroke, and other health
problems related to the lack of adequate physical fitness.

PERSONNEL WELFARE COMMITTEE
1987-88 FRINGE BENEFIT PACKAGE RECOMMENDATIONS
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These requests represent those items most frequently stated by
the full Administrative Staff.
The Personnel Welfare Committee
believes that these are reasonable requests.
The addition of
these benefits will continue to assist us in the recruitment and
retention of quality Administrative Staff members.
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University Union
[\owling Green. Ohio 43403-0350
(419) 372-2241
Cable: BCSUOH

Bowling Green State' University
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February 24, 1987

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
RE:

:::

:~ecretary

Meetin;.LVOt

Please remember our ASC meeting scheduled for
Thursday, March 5, at 1:30 p.m. in the Alumni Room of
the Union.
Enclosed are several items for your perusal prior
to the meeting. Peruse at your pleasure.
Agenda items will include the proposed amendments,
the proposed maternity/paternity/adoption leave request,
Early Retirement update, and many other items.
See you on the 5th.
JS:tt
Enclosures
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
Minutes of the Meeting
Thursday, March 5, 1987

University Union
Alumni Room

Present:

Austermiller, Bissland, Blair, Bowers, Buckenmyer, Carr,
Champion, Conrad, Darrow, DeCrane, Martini (for Hamilton),
Douglass (for Hart), Heineman, Hughes, Sokoll (for
Jordan), Katzner, McRoberts, O'Donnell, Piersol, Richmond,
Schultz, Schumacher, Sharp, Stewart, Firestone (for
Swaisgood), Thiede, Van De Walle, Yon, and Zwierlein.

Absent:

Cleveland, Crawford, Friend, Koehler, Piper, Weinandy,
and Wood.

Guest:

Ramirez

Chair Yon called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m. and introduced the guest speaker, Dr. Dwight Burlingame, Vice President of
University Relations.
Dr. Burlingame opened his remarks by stating that his areas
of responsibility, overall, are doing well and are on target.
He noted with particular pride that the 75th Anniversary Campaign
is at present over the goal of $12.5 million.
Indeed, at the end
of January the total was $13.3 million and all is not in. He
predicted that by the end of the campaign, June 30, 1987, the total
would top $15 million.
In terms of what's next, Dr. Burlingame cited as examples
several areas that would be targeted for donor assistance, among
them: Arts Unlimited, the Photo Chemical Center, Graduate
scholarships, and Hospitality Management. He also mentioned the
proposed Convocation Center as hopefully gaining private sector
funding as well as possible state funding and gate receipts in a
3-way funding operation to build the Center.
Included in Dr. Burlingame's responsibilities is the image of
the University, especially in NW Ohio. He cited recent efforts
in this area, especially the new "Inside BG," a business-related
publication which goes to top personnel in area businesses.
Questions to Dr. Burlingame, and his response, included the
following:
What percentage of the campaign money is un-designated?
A very low percentage--maybe 2%. Most donors give for a
specific reason due to a particular cause.
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What is the long-range projection in giving?
tax law?
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Impact of the new

No major impact is forecast due to the new tax law. People
give to support--not for a deduction. Large gifts in the past
may now tend to be smaller due to the loss of the 50% tax bracket.
Planned gifts, however, remain a very strong option. Plenty of
opportunities exist for those who want to give.
Why was the campaign so successful?
Not due to luck.
In the past, we had a
alumni giving--around 11%. We made a strong
files and increase that percentage. We were
attempting to attract new dollars, as in our
corporate departments.

low percentage of
effort to update our
also aggressive in
presentations to

UT advertises on television--BG has done some.
more, or less?

Can we look for

Television time is expensive. UT budgets annually $200,000
for public service promotions. BG spends $10,000. We cannot
afford to exist in isolation and perhaps we have become too
complacent in our promotional efforts.
What is a good goal for alumni giving?

.

For state universities like BG, a goal of 25-26% over the
long term is reasonable. We are currently at around 18%. This
may be effected in the future with our commitment to increasing
our graduate student population, as grad.students have less
loyalty than undergrads.
Do winning athletic teams increase giving?
Not really. Athletic giving is more related to the personality
of the respective coaches. Winning teams, however, do contribute
to increased gate receipts.
Yon thanked Dr. Burlingame for his attendance and for sharing
his remarks with Council.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Bowers moved, Martini second, for approval of
the January 8 meeting minutes as distributed
to Council. Motion carried.
Schultz moved, Carr second, to approve the
minutes of the February 5 meeting as distributed to Council. Motion carried.
Yon noted that the minutes of February 5 had
been corrected to reflect the cost of the
proposed family/dental coverage as contained
in the PWC proposals attached to those minutes.
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COMMITTEE REPORTS
PERSONNEL/WELFARE

Carr reported that benefits for part-time
staff would be addressed yet this year, and
probably carry over to· next year's Cornrni ttee
work.

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

DeCrane reported for Weinandy that the last
luncheon program had over 40 people in
attendance and that the next program was a
tour of Channel 27-WBGU-TV.
He also reported
that the PD Committee is assembling a booklet
of the Norcast Management tapes.

FERRARI AWARD

Blair distributed this year's criteria, noting
the editorial changes.
(This material is
attached for the benefit of those not in
attendance, as is other material referred to
later in these minutes.)
She noted that the
nomination information would be mailed to all
staff next week.

SCHOLARSHIP

ELECTIONS

Heineman reported that 112 applications had .
. been received, that the Committee had met and
selected co-recipients for 87-88. Each person
will receive a $200 scholarship. The corpus
now stands at $9300, according to Heineman,
with our ·annual drive to begin in April of
this year.
Sharp reported that the election process will
be beginning very soon, and to keep an eye ·
on campus mail.

OLD BUSINESS
AMENDMENTS

Carr moved for approval of the Amendments sent
to all Council members; Blair second. Motion
carried.
(Copies of Amendments attached to
these minutes for those not in attendance.)

MATERNITY LEAVE
POLICY

Martini moved to approve the Maternity Leave
Policy, Bowers second. Motion passed with
one nay vote.

PATERNITY LEAVE
POLICY

Heineman moved to approve; Piersol second.
The only question was whether or not the
policy was designed to apply to spouse's
only. The answer was no. Motion carried.

ADOPTION LEAVE
POLICY

Darrow moved to approve, second by Blair.
With no discussion, motion carried.
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Carr formally commended the efforts of the
members of the Personnel Welfare Committee
in drafting the above policies. To the best
of her knowledge, Carr reported that we are
the only Ohio university to have moved
forward to adopt a comprehensive maternity/
paternity/adoption leave policy.
NEW BUSINESS
RESOLUTION

RESOLUTION

PERSONNEL WELFARE

The Secretary read a proposed resolution
regarding Dr. Richard Eakin (copy attached).
Austermiller moved for acceptance, Conrad
second.
The motion passed unanimously.
DeCrane read a proposed resolution to be sent,
if approved, to relevant members of the Ohio
House and Senate Finance Committee. The
resolution was in opposition to proposed
higher education budget cuts, and urged the
restoration of monies to the educational
budget.
(Copy attached.)
DeCrane moved to
approve, Austermiller second. The motion
·carried.
Carr asked to include in the Handbook information concerning the University's split
salary increase system (Across-the-Board/Merit).
O'Donnell moved to include; Carr second.
Motion carried.
Yon shared minor suggested changes in the
employment contract all staff sign. The
changes were briefly reviewed. Austermiller
moved to accept the changes, Hughes second.
Motion carried.

COMMUNICATIONS
PERS

Yon reported that the actuarial tables had been
received by R. Rehmer in Personnel and that
Linda Hamilton, Acting Director of Administrative
Staff Personnel Services, is in the process of
surveying all potential early buy-out candidates
to determine years of service. When this
information is complete, cost projections
should then be able to be made.

INSURANCE
COMMITTEE

Yon shared the minutes of a recent meeting of
the Insurance Committee which indicated a
possible communication problem between the
Committee and campus constituent groups.
Yon
suggested that, beginning next year, the ASC
rep. to the Insurance Committee also sit on
the Personnel Welfare Committee of ASC.

lo9.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ADVISORY BOARD

Yon repoted that efforts to secure a seat on
the Advisory Board were successful and we
will be electing a rep. in the next election.

PRESIDENT 1 s PANEL -

Yon, _reported on the recent President 1 s Panel
he attended. He noted in particular tpat
the current freeze on positions also applies
to status changes from classified to
administrative.
Yon also reported that he had received correspondence from Dr. Olscamp inviting both the
Chair of ASC and the Chair of CSC to attend
Thursday night Trustee committee meetings, at
least on a temporary basis.

The meeting adjourned at 3:06 p.m.

T:Jectf~~

i;d,

~Sharp

Secretary

1/

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

A vacancy in the position of ASC Chair shall be filled by the
Chair-Elect.
If the Chair-Elect is unable to fill the position of Chair for
the remaining part of the year, the title of Chair-Elect is
retained, and the ASC Chair vacancy shall be filled by the
candidate who received the second highest number of votes for
Chair-Elect.

------~--------------------------------------------------------

If a Council member chooses to take an approved leave from
Council during the term of office, a permanent substitute
for the term of the leave from the same constituent group
will be chosen by the Council member. One month prior to the
beginning of the leave period, the name of the substitute
shall be submitted to the Executive Committee for confirmation.
The substitute shall have full voting privileges and shall
meet all obligations of a full Council member. Should art
approved leave be granted for more than one year, the Council
member will be obligated to resign.

1987 FERRARI AWARD COMMITTEE

Standing Committee
Sally Blair, Chair
Peace Champion
Linda Hamilton
Gail McRoberts

Channel 57
Minority Affairs
Planning and Budgeting
Graduate College

2-7035
2-8359
2-8262
2-7817

Administrative Staff Chairman
Paul Yon

Archival Collections

2-2411

1985 Ferrari Award Recipient
Greg DeCrane

Student Activities and
Orientation

2-2843

Operations
Athletic Department
Alumni and Development
President's Office
Internal Auditing
Academic Affairs

2-2126
2-7088
2-2701
2-7795
2-8617
2-2915

Appointed Committee
Jim Corbitt
Bill Jones
Marcia Latta
Kay Meier
Don Passmore
Norma Stickler

·"'!';\'t;·
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THE MICHAEL R. FERRARI AWARD
Criteria
1.

ELIGIBILITY
- Any
person
who
is
a
member
of
the
Administrative
Staff, i.e., non-faculty contract employee,
may be nominated.
Nominee must have been an employee for at
least
one contract year and may not have received the award
the previous year.

2•

A.

Innovation
and
initiative
- a
demonstration
of
resourcefulness- in
the work
place,
including
the
formulation and implementation of creative new
ideas.
The emphasis of these ideas should be to improve
the
work environment,
to save time and/or money and,
in
general,
to
contribute
to
the
better
overall
efficiency and effectiveness of the University.

B. Performance - "above and beyond" that required by
the
position, e.g., accepting special projects, additional
responsibilities
such as committee work,
giving noncompensable
time
to
effectively
complete
an
assignment, service in professional
organizations, or
recognition
brought
to
the University
through
the
receipt of grants or through publications.
C.

NOTE:

Relationship
with University community - The
nominee
must
effectively
interact with
faculty,
staff
or
students in providing services that promote growth and
harmony in their respective departments,
areas, etc.,
as
well
as
the campus.
(This
would
not
mandate
service
on
University groups,
committees,
boards,
etc. )

The
prominence
of the University position held
by
the
n·o mi n e e s h o u 1 d n o t be co n s i de r e d i n t h e s e 1 e c t i on p r o c e s s •

The 1987 Michael R. Ferrari Award
I.

Nominee:
Name:

---------------------------------------

Title:

II.

--------------------------------------------------·-----

Nominator:
Name:

-------

Ad.Staff
I I I.

Faculty

Please
list
individuals

1.

Name:

names,
titles
and addresses
of
two other
WILL
BE contacted by the·
selection
additional references for your nominee
;·,:.,~PLEASE NOTIFY THESE INDIVIDUALS OF
NAMES.

-------------------------·-----------·-------------

Title:

2.

Student

----------------------------------------------------------

Name:
Title :

IV.

se
ECIPIENT WILL
INFORMATION YOU SUP~ ~e sure that all additional pages
are attached-r0 the nomination form and return them to:
Sally Blair
WBGU-TV
by
April 17, 1987

75"
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
Resolution
WHEREAS, the

executive

budget

State

University

Green

proposal

for

a

instructional

1987-88 Bowling

subsidy

is $1;9

million or 3.75% less than that received in 1986-87; and
WHEREAS, the

projected

Ohio

Board

increase

of

in

Regents

student fees needed to meet

estimated

expenses for Bowling

Green State University would be 25%; and
WHEREAS, the
in

executive
the

last

national

budget
four

proposal would destroy gains made

years in bringing Ohio closer to the

average

of

of

33%

the

cost

of

a

higher

education borne by the student; and
WHEREAS, the

executive budget proposal would increase the portion

of the cost of higher education to 46%; and
WHEREAS, the

increase in student fees at a time of severe cuts in

Federal
the

Financial Aid could have a devastating impact on

ability

of

students

to

attend

colleges

and

universities in the state of Ohio; therefore be it
RESOLVED:
That
State

the

Administrative

University,

a

Staff Council of Bowling Green
representative

University,

the

urges

the

structure

legislators

of the Ohio state legislature to take action

will

the

in

governance

that

of

body

preserve the positive momentum created by the

legislature
opportunities
be it further

in

regard
at

a

to

providing higher educational

realistic cost to the students; and
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RESOLVED:
That

the

Administrative

State

University

State

of

of

Regents

Staff Council of Bowling Green

encourages the General Assembly of the

Ohio to restore $224 million to the Ohio Board
lit <117
~-89

biennial budget in order to maintain

the students' share of their educational costs at 36%.
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ENDORSEMENT
REQUIRED HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMENT
This endorsement effective 58fJtember 1, 1986, or the effective
date of the Covered Person's coverage, whichever is later, forms
a part of the Bowling Green ,S(ate University Employee Benefit
Plan.
.. .A~
Benefit Plans Risk 'Management, the Plan Supervisor, and Bowling
Green State University, the Plan Administrator, agree to the following MANDATORY COST CONTAINMENT provisions as part of the
Bowling Green State University Employee Benefit Plan. These provisions are as follows:
I.

PRE-ADMISSION CERTIFICATION*
All participants and/or dependents are required to submit
Pre-Admission Certification for any elective hospital confinement which is known in advance of the confinement date.
Pre-Admission Certification must be submitted to the Plan
Supervisor not less than ten (10) days prior to the proposed confinement date.
The Covered Person MUST have a
Pre-Admission Card completed by the attending physiciansurgeon to enable the Plan Supervisor and its professional
staff to certify as to the need and services to be provided.
Cards are available from the Claims Administrator
or the offices of the Plan Administrator.
For emergency
admissions, notice must be given to the Plan Supervisor
within 48 hours following hospitalization. Failure to comply with this provision may result in a 20% reduction or
disallowance of benefits.

II.

PRE-ADMISSION TESTING*
When hospital confinement is anticipated, routine admission
testing must now be done on an out-patient basis prior to
confinement for full coverage.
Hospital charges for PreAdmission Testing will be paid in full.
Pre-Admission
Testing includes X-ray or laboratory examinations that are
(a) provided within 10 days immediately prior to hospital
confinement as an in-patient; and (b) performed in connection with the 1llness or injury requiring the stay.
Failure to comply may result in denial of hospital benefits
for any day(s) when services should have been rendered on
an out-patient basis.
*Subject to Faculty Senate approval.

* c.s c.
I+Se.

~
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III.

SECOND SURGICAL OPINION
When non-emergency surgery has been recommended, a second
opinion by a recognized specialist in the field (but not
associated with the primary surgeon) concurring with the
recommendation is required for full coverage.
Reasonable
and customary charges for Second Surgical Opinions will be
paid in full. If the first and second opinions are in conflict, a third opinion will be allowed at reasonable and
customary charges. A 20% reduction in both the surgeon's
and hospital's eligible charge reimbursement may result
when surgeries are performed without a second surgical
opinion where required. The Plan Supervisor can assist the
Covered Person through either telephone contact or the PreAdmission Certification card. Surgeries requiring a second
opinion for full coverage are as follows:
1•
2.
3.
4
5.
6.
7.

B.
9.
1o.
11.
12.

Adenoidectomy
foot Surgery
Cardiac Surgery**
Cataract
Cholecystectomy
Dilation & Curettage (D&C)
Ear Drum Surgery
Endarterectomy
Gastrointestinal By-pass
Hemorrhoidectomy
Hernia Repair
Hysterectomy

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Joint Surgery**
Mammoplasty
Mastectomy
Ovarian Surgery
Prostate Surgery
Septoplasty
Sinus Surgery**
Spinal Surgery**
Submucous Resection
Thyroidectomy
Tonsillectomy
Varicose Veins

**Excluding diagnostic expenses.
IV.

POST-PROCEDURE REVIEW
When hospital confinement occurs, the Plan supervisor and
its professional staff will communicate with the primary
physician and/or the hospital in an on-going effort to
determine quality and extent of present and future care.
Where agreement is reached between the Plan Supervisor and
the providers of care, it will be necessary that the Covered Person comply with the recommended course of care.
failure to comply may result in a 20% reduction or denial
of hospital benefits.

7Cf
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Final Draft
March 5, 1987
MATERNITY LFAVE

1.

2.

In accordance with Federal and State law female staff members who give
birth are eligible for 4 months of maternity leave per pregnancy. This
will be considered customary and usual.
L
The 4 month rnaternity(jeave need not be taken as consec~tive days) but
may not extend beyond the 12 month period following delivery.

3.

Accrued sick leave, accrued vacation credit and a leave of absence
without pay can be used during this 4 month period.
A female staff
member may use any or all of her accrued vacation credit and/or accrued
sick leave during her maternity leave before going on a leave of absence
without pay.

4.

The University will continue all fringe benefits during the 4 month
maternity leave period.

5.

~medical leave for a period of /time before birth or a leave in excess

of 4 months after delivery will need medical certification. Under these
circumstances the University will. continue all fringe benefits for a
period not to exceed 6 months from the date of delivery.
6.

Female staff members taking maternity leave are guaranteed their
positions and job title upon return.

7.

A female staff member will notify, in writing, her supervisor and the
office of Administrative Staff Personnel Services, prior to the start of
her maternity leave, as to the number of days to be taken as sick leave,
the number of days to be taken as vacation and the nurnbe·r of days to be
taken as a leave of absence without pay.

8.

In any case, should both parents be University employees, both are
eligible for maternity leave or paternity leave benefits.

9.

Should a female staff member decide not to return to the University
following maternity leave, the female staff member must notify her
supervisor, in writing, no later than 30 calendar days preceding her
scheduled return to work.

1

Final Draft
March 5, 1987
PATERNITY LFAVE

1.

Male staff members are eligible for 3 months of paternity leave per
pregnancy. This will be considered customary and usual.

2.

The 3 month paternity leave need not be taken as consecutive days, but
may not extend beyond the 12 month period following delivery.

3.

Accrued sick leave, accrued vacation credit and a leave of absence
without pay can be used during this 3 month period. A male staff member
may use any or all of his accrued sick leave or accrued vacation credit
during his paternity leave before going on a leave of absence without
pay.

4.

The University will continue all fringe benefits during the 3 month
paternity leave period.

5.

Male staff members taking paternity leave are guaranteed their positions
and job title upon return.

, 6.

A male staff member will notify, in writing, his supervisor and the
office of Administrative Staff Personnel Services, prior to the start of
his paternity leave, as to the number of days to be taken as sick leave,
the number of days to be taken as vacation and the number of days to be
taken as a leave of absence without pay.

7.

In any case, should both parents be University employees, both are
eligible for maternity leave or paternity leave benefits.

8.

Should a male staff member decide not to return to the University
following paternity leave, the male staff member must notify his
supervisor, -in writing, no later than 30 calendar days preceding his
scheduled return to work.

2
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Final Draft
March 5, 1987
AOOPl'ION LEAVE

1.

Staff members are eligible for 3 months of adoption leave per adoption.
This will be considered customary and usual.

2.

The 3 month adoption leave need not be taken as consecutive days, but
may not extend beyond the 12 month period following adoption.

3.

Accrued sick leave, accrued vacation credit and a leave of absence
without pay can be used during this 3 month period. A staff member may
use any or all of his/her accrued sick leave or vacation credit during
his/her adoption leave before going on a leave of absence without pay.

4.

The University will continue all fringe benefits during the 3 month
adoption leave period.

5.

Staff members taking adoption leave are guaranteed their positions and
job title upon return.

6.

A staff member will notify, in writing, his/her supervisor and the
office of Administrative Staff Personnel Services, prior to the start of
his/her adoption leave, as to the number of days to be taken as sick
leave, the number of days to be taken as vacation and the number of days
to be taken as a leave of absence without pay.

7.

In any case, should both parents be University employees, both are
eligible for adoption leave benefits.

8.

Should a staff member decide not to return to the University following
adoption leave, the staff member must notify his/her supervisor, in
writing, no later than 30 calendar days preceding his/her scheduled
return to -work.
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MERIT PAY AND MERIT EVALUATION
Bowling Green State University implements a ·split salary increase
procedure. Sixty percent of the increase percentage approved annually
by the Board of Trustees is an across the board increase.
Forty
percent of the approved amount is awarded on the basis of meritorious
performance. The merit evaluation and awarding procedure is determined
by each Presidential or Vice Presidential area. Administrative Staff
members are encouraged to be aware of the procedures incorporated
within their area. For detailed information contact your Vice President.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

A vacancy in the position of ASC Chair shall be filled by the
Chair-Elect.
If the Chair-Elect is unable to fill the position of Chair for
the remaining part of the year, the title of Chair-Elect is
retained, and the ASC Chair vacancy shall be filled by the
candidate who received the second highest number of votes for
Chair-Elect.

If a Council member chooses to take an approved leave from
Council during the term of office, a permanent substitute
for the term of the leave from the same constituent group
will be chosen by the council member. One month prior to the
beginning of the leave period, the name of the substitute
shall be submitted to the Executive Committee for confirmation.
The substitute shall have full voting privileges and shall
meet all obligations of a full Council member.
Should an
approved leave be granted for more than one year, the Council
member will be obligated to resign.

....
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
Resolution
WHEREAS, the executive budget proposal for a 1987-88 Bowling Green
State University instructional subsidy is $1.9 million or
3.75% less than that received in 1986-87; and
WHEREAS, the projected increase in student fees needed to meet
Ohio Board of Regents estimated expenses for Bowling
Green State University would be 25%; and
WHEREAS, the executive budget proposal would destroy gains made in
the last four years in bringing Ohio closer to the
national average of 33% of the cost of a higher education
borne by the student; and
WHEREAS, the executive budget proposal would increase the portion
of the cost of higher education to 46%; and
WHEREAS, the increase in student fees at a time of severe cuts in
Federal Financial Aid could have a devastating impact on
the ability of students to attend colleges and
universities in the state of Ohio; therefore be it
RESOLVED:
That the Administrative Staff Council of Bowling Green·
State University, a representative body in the governance
structure of the University, urges the legislators of the
Ohio state legislature to take action that will preserve
the positive momentum created by the legislature in
regard to providing higher educational opportunities at
a realistic cost to the students; and be it further
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RESOLVED:
That the Administrative Staff Council of Bowling Green
State University encourages the General Assembly of the
State of Ohio to restore $240 million to the Ohio Board
of Regents 1988-89 biennial budget in order to maintain
the students' share of their educational costs at 36%.

RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, members of the Administrative Staff Council have learned
of the appointment of Richard Eakin to the position of
Chancellor of East Carolina University; and
WHEREAS, Dick joined Bowling Green State University in 1964 and
served as a member of the faculty in the Mathematics
Department, Assistant Dean of the Graduate College,
Vice Provost for Student Affairs, and Vice President for
Planning and

~udgeting;

and

WHEREAS, he directly provided services to Administrative Staff
through the Office of Administrative Staff Personnel, an
office he supervised; and
WHEREAS, he repeatedly made himself available to the Administrative
Staff Council and its Executive Committee, to explain and
answer inquiries about issues of concern to Administrative
Staff; and
WHEREAS, his style was one of openness, fairness, and respect that
was indicative of his concern and caring for individuals
and organizations;
Now, THEREFORE, Be It Resolved, that the Administrative Staff Council
expresses its sincere appreciation for his many years of service and
wishes him, his wife Joanne, and his family the very best in their
new ventures.

·~~
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Administrative Staff Council
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0373

Bowling Green State University
'

MEMORANDUM

To:

Administrative Staff Council Members

From:

Paul D. Yon, Chair
Administrative Staff Council (ASC)

Re:

Budget Resolution

Date:

11 March 1987

Enclosed is the Resolution we passed on 5 March which in essence requests
the General Assembly to restore $240 million dollars to the Board of
Regents Budget. Also enclosed is a list of Ohio House and Senate members
that would be advisable to contact regarding the 1988-89 biennial budget.
I would appreciate you taking a few minutes to correspond with any/all of
those identified in an effort to restore the necessary funds for higher
education. I also would appreciate it if you would share this information
with your constituents. As Chair, I am grateful for your assistance.
Thank you.

PDY: 11 e
Enclosures

.\

Page 2
Administrative Staff Council
16. Strengthened employee benefits by increasing the number of vacation
days to 22 per year and the number which can be accumulated at the
end of a year to 44; decreased the waiting period for dependent fee
waivers from five years of service to three years of service while
also extending the dependent fee waiver of retired employees to five
years after retirement. (Pending Board of Trsutees approval on
June 13.)
17. Suggested improvements in the Opening Day Convocation to make it
meaningful to Administrative Staff.
18. Defrayed the cost of making available to each administrative staff
members the TIRES information pamphlet.
19. Continued working to make the Administrative Staff Handbook easy to
understand and be supportive of the employee.
20. Continued to puruse membership on the Committee on Academic Priorities
(CAP) to assure input in the event of the declaration of Exigency.
Awaiting response from Faculty Senate's Committee on Committees.

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
Resolution
WHEREAS, the

executive

budget

State

University

Green

proposal

for

a

instructional

1987-88 Bowling

subsidy

is

$1~9

million or 3.75% less than that received in 1986-87; and
WHEREAS, the

projected

Ohio

Board

increase

of

in

Regents

student fees needed to meet

estimated

expenses for Bowling

Green State University would be 25%; and
WHEREAS, the
in

executive
the

budget

last· four

.natio'nal

average

proposal would destroy gains made

years 1n bringing Ohio closer to the
of

33%

of

the

cost

of

a

higher

education borne by the student; and
WHEREAS, the

executive budget proposal would increase the portion

of the cost of higher education to 46%; and
WHEREAS, the

increase in student fees at a time of severe cuts in

Federal
the

Financial Aid could have a devastating impact on

abflity

students

of

to

attend

colleges

and

universities fn the state of Ohio; therefore be it
RESOLVED:
That
State

the

Administrative

University,

a

Staff Council of Bowling Green
representative
of

the

body

University,

fn

the

urges

the

governance

structure

legislators

of the Ohio state legislature to take action

that

will

preserve the positive momentum created by the

legislature
opportunities
be 1t further

fn

regard
at

a

to

providing higher educational

realistic cost to the students; and
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RESOLVED:
That

the

Administrative

State

University

State

of

of

Regents

Staff Council of Bowling Green

encourages the General Assembly of the

Ohio to restore $240 million to the Oh1o Board
1988-89 biennial budget 1n order to maintain

the students' share of their educational costs at 36%.
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The Honorable Paul E. Gillmor
President
Ohio Senate
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Randall Gardner
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Barney Quilter
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Vern Riffe
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
HOUSE FINANCE COMMITTEE
The Honorable Patrick Sweeney
Ohio House of ~epresentatives
State House
Coiumbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Ross Boqqs
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Jane Campbell
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Dean Conley
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Vernon F. Cook
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio
43215
The Honorable Fred H. Deering
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Uhio 43215

.\
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The Honorable Robert w. Jaskulski
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio
43215
The Honorable Casey Jones
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable William L. Mallory
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable C.J. McLin. Jr.
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
43215
Columbus. Ohio
The Honorable Ray Miller. Jr.
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio
43215
The Honorable ·F~ancine M. Panehal
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable LeRoy D. Peterson
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio
43215
The Honorable Helen Rankin
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Michael Shoemaker
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Mike Stinziano
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio
43215
The Honorable Daniel Troy
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
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The Honorable Thomas Johnson
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio
43215
The Honorable Ron Armstutz
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
43215
Columbus. Ohio
The Honorable Robert L. Corbin
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Jo Ann Davidson
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Michael A. Fox
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Russ Guerra
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Joan W. Lawrence
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Larry Manahan
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio
43215
The Honorable Robert E. Netzley
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Thomas A. Pottenger
Ohio House of Representatives
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
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SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
The Honorable Stanley J. Aronoff
Ohio Senate
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Theodore M. Gray
Ohio Senate
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Richard F. Finan
Ohio Senate
State House
Columbus. Ohio- 43215
The Honorable Charles F. Horn
Ohio Senate
State House
43215
Columbus. Ohio
The Honorable Robert W. Ney
Ohio Senate
State House
43215
Columbus. Ohio
The Honorable Gary C. Suhadolnik
Ohio Senate
State House
Columbus. Ohio
43215
The Honorable Alan Zaleski
Ohio Senate
State House
43215
Columbus. Ohio
The Honorable Eugene Branstool
Ohio Senate
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215
The Honorable Neal F. Zimmers. Jr.
Ohio Senate
State House
Columbus. Ohio 43215

Administrative Staff Council
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0373

Bowling Green State University

MEMORANDUM

To:
From:

Administrative Staff

Admini~trative.staff;y,uncil (A~)#J~C .;1~~

Execut lVe Comm1 ttee ·

1 9W,

9;1

,
1

1

·~

•

~

Re:

Faculty Salary Comparisons

Date:

9 March 1987

You obviously have read where the Faculty Welfare Committee has made
comparisons between the salaries of Faculty and "Administrators". Of the
forty-five "administrator" salaries utilized for comparative purposes,
twenty-nine in reality are Administrative Staff. The remainder (sixteen)
are administrators with faculty contracts. We find that those comparisons
are totally misleading, inappropriate, divisive, and are not in the best
interests of Administrative Staff and the University.
We will continue to carefully monitor the progress of both salary
proposals (faculty and administrative staff) and we heartily recommend to
Acting Vice President Dalton that the aforementioned Administrative Staff
Salaries be defined and separated from the salary data submitted by the
Faculty Senate Welfare Committee. In our opinion, faculty salary data
only should be compared with those administrators with faculty rather than
administrative staff contracts.
If you have any questions or concerns in reference to this matter, please
contact a member of the ASC Executive Committee.

Final Draft
MATERNITY LFAVE

1.

In accordance with Federal and State law female staff members who give
birth are eligible for 4 months of maternity leave per pregnancy. This
will be considered customary and usual.

2.

The 4 month maternity leave need not be taken as consecutive days, but
may not extend beyond the 12 month period following delivery.

3.

Accrued sick leave, accrued vacation credit and a leave of absence
without pay can be used during this 4 month period. A female staff
member may use any or all of her accrued vacation credit and/or accrued
sick leave during her maternity leave before going on a leave of absence
without pay.

4.

The University will continue all fringe benefits during the 4 month
maternity leave period.

5.

A medical leave for a period of. time before birth or a leave in excess
of 4 months after delivery will need medical certification. Under these
circumstances the University will continue all fringe benefits for a
period not to exceed 6 months from the date of delivery.

6.

Female staff members taking maternity leave are guaranteed their
positions and job title upon return.

7.

A female staff member will notify, in writing, her supervisor and the
office of Administrative Staff Personnel Services, prior to the start of
her maternity leave, as to the number of days to be taken as sick leave,
the number of days to be taken as vacation and the number of days to be
taken as a leave of absence without pay.

8.

In any case, should both parents be University employees, both are
eligible for maternity leave or paternity leave benefits.

9.

Should a female staff member decide not to return to the University
following maternity leave, the female staff member must notify her
supervisor, in writing, no later than 30 calendar days preceding her
scheduled return to work.

PATERNITY LFAVE

1.

Male staff members are eligible for 3 months of paternity leave per
pregnancy. This will be considered customary and usual.

2.

The 3 month paternity leave need not be taken as consecutive days, but
may not extend beyond the 12 month period following delivery.

3. · Accrued sick leave, accrued vacation credit and a leave of absence
1

'~
·.~

.
Final Draft
without pay can be used during this 3 month period. A male staff member
may use any or all of his accrued sick leave or accrued vacation credit
during his paternity leave before going on a leave of absence without
pay.
4.

The University will continue all fringe benefits during the 3 month
paternity leave period.

5.

Male staff members taking paternity leave are guaranteed their positions
and job title upon return.

6.

A male staff manber will notify, in writing, his supervisor and the
office of Administrative Staff Personnel Services, prior to the start of
his paternity leave, as to the number of days to be taken as vacation
and the number of days to be taken as a leave of absence without pay.

7.

In any case, should both parents be University employees, both are
eligible for maternity leave or paternity leave benefits.

8.

Should a male staff member decide not to return to the University
following paternity leave, the male staff member must notify his
supervisor, in writing, no later than 30 calendar days preceding his
scheduled return to work.

ADOPI'ION LFAVE

1.

Staff members are eligible for 3 months of adoption leave per adoption.
This will be considered customary and usual.

2.

The 3 month adoption leave need not be taken as consecutive days, but
may not extend beyond the 12 month period following adoption.

3.

Accrued sick leave, accrued vacation credit and a leave of absence
without pay can be used during this 3 month period. A staff member may
use any or all of his/her accrued sick leave or vacation credit during
his/her adoption leave before going on a leave of absence without pay.

4.

The University will continue all fringe benefits during the 3 month
adoption leave period.

5.

Staff members taking adoption leave are guaranteed their positions and
job title upon return.

6.

A staff member will notify, in writing, his/her supervisor and the
office of Administrative Staff Personnel Services, prior to the start of
his/her adoption leave, as to the number of days to be taken as vacation
and the number of days to be taken as a leave of absence without pay.

7.

In any case, should both parents be University employees, both are
2
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eligible for adoption leave benefits.
8.

Should a staff member decide not to return to the University following
adoption leave, the staff member must notify his/her supervisor, in
writing, no later than 30 calendar days preceding his/her scheduled
return to work.
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Bowling Green State University

Administrative Staff Council
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403

Harch 24, 1987
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Administrative Staff Members

FROM:

Elections Committee of Administrative Staff Council

RE:

Nomination Ballot for 87-88 Elections

Ballots to nominate individuals to stand for election to the
Administrative Staff Council are enclosed. Your ballot reflects
the names of Administrative Staff members in your area eligible
for election to the Council. As you will remember, the number
of seats on the Council is determined by the number of persons in
each vice-presidential area, at a representation rate of 10%.
A review of the apportionment of Administrative Staff and the
number of reps to be elected are as follows.
# of
Expiring
Terms

Area
Academic Affairs
Operations
Planning & Budgeting
President's Area
Student Affairs
Univ. Relations

3
2
1
4
3
1

# in
Area

# of Reps on
Council 86-87

# to be
Elected

135
43
50
55
80
43

6
2
2
4
4

1

On the enclosed nomination ballot, you may nominate individuals for your area only. Once all nomination ballots have been
returned and validated, an election ballot will be mailed to all
Administrative Staff. Again, you will be voting for individuals
within your own area.
Please return your election ballot to: JIM SHARP, UNIVERSITY
UNION, by Thursday, April 2, 1987. Please also complete the
enclosed Committee Participat~on Survey and return it along with
your nomination ballot.
If you have any questions, please call any persons below.
Jim Sharp
· Gregg DeCrane
Jill Carr
Paul Yon
Thanks!

2-2241.
2-2843
2-2011
2-2411

Pat Koehler
Sue Crawford
John Buckenmyer

2-7128
2-8181
2-2851

JOO

CONTRACT FOR ADMINISTRATIVE (UNCLASSIFIED) STAFF EMPLOYMENT
t---r-Adal 11 I& L ·,aLI v a

;---r facta;; 1ua t

. ;---)-;:tea&& a ch

Thia egr••••nt ia •ada end entered into by end between Bowling Green State University of
Bowling Green, Ohio ("Untveretty•), end
("Appointee"}.
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT1
1.
Poettton/Tttl••---------------------------------------------------------------2~
Type of E•ploy•ent:
•· ( ,·) full-tt••
J pen-tt..
s
b. ( ) regular POSITION FUNDED BY THE UNIVERSITY (appointment ta for the time
apecified under Period of E•ploy•ent end aubjact to renewal or
non-renewal
annually eccordtng
too
tohe provieiona of contract
conttnuence/ter•inetion/releeae tn the Ad•tntatrattve Staff Handbook).
teMporary POSITION FUNDED BY THE UNIVERSITY (appoint .. nt h for the
ti•• apecifted under Period of E•ploy•ent and not aubjact to renewal).
POSITION FUNDED WHOLLY OR IN PART BY GRANT/EXTERNAL FUNDS (APPOINTMENT
IS FOR THE TIME SPECIFIED UNDER PERIOD OF EMPLOYMENT AND SUBJECT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF THE POLICY FOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF IN GRANT OR
EXTERNALLY FUNDED POSITIONS IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF HANDBOOK}.
3.
Period of E•ploy•entl ( ) fhcel year
( ) other - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4.
Co•penaationl
a. Salary for parted deaignated above:
t
to be dtsbributad as
follOWII
Ceah
aMount
!
*J
PEAS Employer Pick-Up
t
Prorated fro• Acede•ic/Ftacel year rete of ~•----------Ft ret payMent det11
Subsequent payments
TO BE MADE on the 2QTH
of each aonth through
b. _Fringe end related beneftte.
In addition to the annual salary petd to the
Appointee hereunder, the Untvaratty ahell continue to provide the Appointee
ell fringe benef1ta offered by the Untvaraity according to the Appointee'•
type of eMployMent ea deacrtbed tn the AdMtntatrettve Steff Handbook end
ehell
provide
adequate notice of any chengee
in theae benefits.
Ad•tntatrettve ateff ere perttcipenta tn the Public E•ployeea Retotreaent
Syate• (PEAS) of the State of Ohio by virtue of their contract atatua.
•
BEFORE TAXES, AUTHORIZED DEDUCTIONS/REDUCTIONS.
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
5.
Obltgettona of the Appoint•••
In conatderetion or the tar•• of this
appointment; the Appointee egreea to perfor• auoh profeasionel duties and
eervicae as idanttfted tn the appointed poa1tion or title, and/or as may be
aaaignad or changed, to the eatt•feotton oi the Appofntee'a f••edfate
IUpervteor.
It ta the reaponetbtltty of the offioer(a) atgntng for ·the
Untveratty to vertfy whether or not the Appatntee'a perforaancs h in accord
with prevetltng Univeratty practtca.

/0(

Administrat'~ve Staff Council
Apr'l
~
2, 1987

1.

Call to Order.

2.

Committee Reports
Personnel/Welf are

~

F
Professional Development 1"A- Dill+

~-

errari Award -V<"r Q,o
Scholarship

lcru>L

Apr.:U IS

'- qlfStl. o1 0
Elections
3.
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Old Bus'~ness
Policy
.
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"·. ~ a.u epwiy/Adoptio n

4.

Program

5.

Good of the Order - JacJ., '~(f"

6.

Ad·JOurnment
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MATERNITY/PATERNITY/ADOPTION LEAVE
MATERNITY LEAVE
1.

FEMALE STAFF MEMBERS.WHO GIVE BIRTH ARE ELIGtBLE FOR MATERNITY
LEAVE.
THE CUSTOMARY AND USUAL MATERNITY LEAVE WILL BE FOUR
MONTHS PER PREGNANCY.

2.

THE FOUR MONTH MATERNITY LEAVE NEED NOT BE TAKEN AS CONSECUTIVE
DAYS. 1f HIA\l~Au.'/ Ab-R.t£A~L.6" ro T»E' ADHttvt!:>TRAnv0 .s-rAFF HE::HGEFL

\3u)Ut.h;

no} W/tl({.()._

AUO T\-ll"" SoliP£1?\.ii.!>OK,i
3~

ACCRUED SICK LEAVE, ·ACCRUED VACATION CREDIT AND A LEAVE OF
ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY CAN.BE USED DURING THIS 4 MONTH PERIOD. A
FEMALE STAFF MEMBER MAY USE ANY OR ALL OF HER ACCRUED VACATION
CREDIT AND/OR ACCRUED SICK LEAVE DURING HER MATERNITY LEAVE
·BEFORE GOING ON A LEAVE OF ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY.

4.

FEMALE STAFF MEMBERS TAKING MATERNITY LEAVE
THEIR POSITIONS AND JOB TITLE UPON RETURN.

5.

A FEMALE STAFF MEMBER WILL NOTIFY, IN WRITING, HER SUPERVISOR
AND THE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF PERSONNEL SERVICES,
PRIOR TO THE START OF HER MATERNITY LEAVE, AS TO THE NUMBER OF
DAYS TO BE TAKEN AS SICK LEAVE, THE NUMBER OF DAYS TO BE TAKEN
AS VACATION AND THE NUMBER OF DAYS TO BE TAKEN AS A LEAVE OF
ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY.

6.

SHOULD A FEMALE STAFF MEMBER DECIDE NOT TO RETURN TO THE
UNIVERSITY FOLLOWING MATERNITY LEAVE, THE FEMALE STAFF MEMBER
MUST NOTIFY HER SUPERVISOR, IN WRITING, NO LATER THAN 30
CALENDAR DAYS PRECEDING HER SCHEDULED RETURN TO WORK.

~~ATERNITY/ADOPTION

ARE GUARANTEED

LEAVE

Pregnancy, childbirth or adoption may reqUire a temporary interruption
in the way in which an administrative staff member meets customary
contractual obligations. It is the responsibility of the staff member
to notify the immediate supervisor of an anticipated birth or adoption
which the administrative staff member expects will result in such an
interruption.
Moreover, it is the right of an administrative staff
member to secure time to attend to pregnancy, childbirth, or adoption
without affecting the terms or conditions of the staff member's
employment.
Time needed to attend to pregnancy, childbirth or adoption is to be
arranged on mut~ally acceptable written terms with the immediate
supervisor.
Specific details relative to the use of sick leave, leave
without
pay, ·vacation time, or arrangements for modified work
schedules must also be mutually agreeable to the administrative staff
member and the immediate supervisor. Consideration should be given to
the needs of the individual employee and to the concerns and interests
of the affected unit and its employees. Administrative staff members
should contact the office of Administrative Staff Personnel Services
as early as possible prior to a leave WITHOUT PAY to review benefits.
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·'"Racial Incidents Worry Campus Officials, Prompt U. of Massachusetts Study
By MICHELE N·K COUlSON
AMHERST, MASS.

·my report lives forever, .. says Mr. Hurst,
who heads the Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination, a state agency. "I
hope it will help make this university a
better place. I hope other sc::hools take a
look at it, because it represents a truly indepth case study of a racial incident." Mr.
Hurst is an administrative law judge.

For the past month the most widely read
material on the University of Massachusetts campus here basn 't been on any professor' s reading list. What bas captured the
campus's attention is a 53-page report criti·
cizing the university's handling of a racial
brawl after the seventh World Series game.
10 Iajured in Brawl
For days after the report was released,
not enough copies could be produced to
Mr. Hurst wrote the report at the request of Joseph Duffey, the university's
satisfy the demand. Finally, the student
newspaper, the Massachusetts Daily Col- . chancellor, after it became clear that no
legjan, printed the text. Since then, a flur- · one at the university could get to the botry of statements from faculty and student
tom of the story. The October 27 brawl left
groups have been issued in support of its
10 people il\iured, including one black stu•
findings. .
dent who was beaten unconscious. ·It was
The popularity of the report pleases
the most violent of several racial incidents
.frederick A. Hurst, who wrote it. "I_ hope
reported on cotlege campuses this year.

aut Mr. Hurst wrote that it would be a
mistake to conclude "that problems at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
are any worse than problems at most
other universities throughout the country."
Among incidents that have been reported on other campuses:
.,.. At the Citadel, five white students
wearing sheets and carrying a charred paper cross taunted a black cadet in his dormitory bed.
.,.. At Northern Illinois University,
white students shouted racial slurs at people entering the campus center to hear the
civil-rights leader Jesse Jackson speak.
.,.. University of Michigan officials
closed a campus radio station after a
CQntinll~d Ofl Pag~
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Continued from Page I
brOadcast during which callers and the
host insulted blacks.
And at least four other incidents have
oc:c~ in Massachusetts:
... At Smith College, a racial slur was
spray-painted on the steps of the building
that houses minority-student groups.
.,. At Mount Holyoke College, officials
beld an aU~pus meeting to discuss racial harassment of black students.
.,.. At Wellesley College, a trustee resigned after saying that blacks preferred
pushing drugs to working in a factory.
.,. At Tufts University, a white student
was allegedly beaten after writing a newspaper column against racism. Motorists
harassed students who later marched in
protest of the studen(l' beating.
·
The five incidents in Massachusetts
have led people to ask why such things are
happening at institutions that have reputations for selectivity and liberalism.
"People in Massachusetts pride themWiirlii•a.._ IUCHOCIU ......tGI'IELD NE.WSP,IKU
selves on being liberals,,. says Chancellor
lleport'a author,
Hunt:
Duffey. "They think things like this only
'"Many black people are not happy.
happen down in Forsyth, Georgia.,. ~~r
It would be a claaaic error for the
syth is the aU-white county where Civiladministration
to assume otherwise."
rights marchers were attacked in January.
Another incident to which the braw~
Howard Beach. "We want to stand out as
here is often compared occurred in Howan institution that bas confronted the probard Beach, N.Y., where white teenagers
lem, .. Mr. Duffey says .. "We can't become
have been accused of beating four black
·
·
men. including one who later was killed by . complacent.''
Indeed, the same campus that bas bea motorist as he ran from his attackers. ,
come known for a racial incident also
University officials don't want the situa·
·
boasts the collected papers of the scholar
. tion here linked with Forsyth County and

aod civil-rights activist W. E. B. DuBois
aod the educator Horace Mann Bond. And
it has on its faculty such renowned black
scholars as the writer James Baldwin. But
it is also the campus about which Mr.
Hurst wrote: "Many black people are not
happy. It would be a classic error for the ,
administration to assume otherwise ...
Based on interviews with students, faculty members, and staff members, Mr.
Hurst concluded that the October incident
bad been "predictable, preventable, and
racially motivated ... He called for an immediate investigation to prosecute those
. involved and fot administrative and educational changes to improve the quality of life
· for black students.

Parties at 'Zoo Mass'
To the Amherst campus, the racial brawl

is u ugly reminder of the not-too-distant
past, when it gained a reputation as "~
Mass,,. an institution known more for 1ts
· rowdy parties than for its academics. The
university bas since begun to establish a
reputation for academic excellence. Applications are up SO per cent since 1982.
"We've been breaking out of the mold
as a party school and getting known as an
· enlightened university," says Jules Chametzky, a professor of English who is also
director of the university's Institute for
Advanced Study in the Humanities. "Now
something as ugly as this has happened to
tarnish that reputation ...
But others think the incident and the
Continu~d
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'Symptom of EocleJDJc D~
incident and an improvement of conMeanwhile, Yancy Rotfnson and
" What happened at U-Mass can : ditions at the univenoity. ·
' another' black stud~nt p( ~J.( clubs
happen anywhere," says Franklyn
"1bey tried to say it was an alcoand went to the area to help their
Jenifer, chancellor of the Massachu- hoi-related event, that it was just a
friends. But a security officer spotted
setts Board of Regents of Higher Ed- bunch of hooligans," says Frank Rothe two and tried to detain them.
ucation. "It's ~ symptom of an .en- driques, a junior who was one o~ the 1 Mr. Robinsoo started to rur
dcmic disease m our larger SOCiety black students .chased that n1ght.
and, unless you address it, you will "There's no way you could say it
BfOUP of whites bepn chasing him
continue to have sporadic outbursts was not a racial incident, when you
shouting racial slurs. "lbey were ou
have 200 whites chasing 10 blacks."
such as these."
to set anybody black," Mr. Robin
One concrete proposal has been
,
son says.
offered by Mr. Jenifer. He suggests BW:ha Were 'SurTopte Tuget
A white student pulled Mr. Robin
• 80 increase in the number of minority
The fighting took place in the ' son down and white students begaJ
professors in Massachusetts by pay- southwest residential area of the
kicking and beating him.
inaf~t2~.4e~~'l; 'campus, where 5,700 students live.
"I was a piece of trash for those
After the World Series game endedwhite people," Mr. Robinson says
ity candidates. He also hopes to
the Boston Red Sox lost the game
"I would put my hands in front of ml
increase the number of minority stuapd the series to the New York
face and they would kick me in m}
dents attending college by centralizMets-1,200 to 3.000 Red Sox and
ribs. I got kicked in the head S<
ing the state's recruiting efforts.
Mets fans gathered outdoors. Fights
much, I saw stars."
broke out among both teams' white
Mr. Robinson lost consciousnes!
Unprecedented DilscuuioD{I ..
fans, some of whom were visibly · and later could not identify any of hi!
1be Hurst report has led to unprecdrunk.
mtackers. After the incident, he wa1
edented discussions about racism on
Mr. Hurst wrote in his report that
taken to a hospital, where he wa1
the campus.
the Mets were perceived as the black
treated for bruises and lacerations or
"1be report was hard," says Mr.
team and the Red Sox as the white
bis head, ribs, knees, and neck.
Duffey. "What Mr. Hurst is saying
News of the attack on Mr. Robinteam.
raises a lot of concerns about prob"No one present that night can exson provoked even greater anger
lems at this institution."
plain quite why or how, but the focus
among black students. David Moore,
By all accounts, the events of Ocof the crowd perceptibly shifted toa senior, saw Mr. Robinson shortl)
tober 27 and the following days were
ward the black students long before
after he heard about the attack. "I
a public-relations disaster. While Mr.
any black student used a weapon,"
didn't know who Yancy was," says
Duffey was out of town, administraMr. Hurst wrote. "From the many
Mr. Moore. "But I knew it had to be
tors and campus security officials
descriptions I was given, it seemed as
him. He was leaning on crutches,
were denying that the incident was
though the crowd was unconsciously
with bandages on his chest and leg.
racial in character, attributing it infocusing in on a surrogate target
and a neck brace.
Lifmly of Complainta
stead to hooliganism. ·
against which to take revenge for the
"I was angry, I was just so an. Although black students say the
Mr. Hurst concluded that such deSox loss. and that surrogate target said, 'Please, just let one whi
quality of education at the university / nials had hampered the investigation.
conveniently became black stuso much as step on my shoe.' •
is good, they recite a litany of com- · "I later came to suspect-and still
"When you push all the muck
dents."
plaints about black programs they
do-that denial played a role in causOne black student. Steve Jones, aside, there's no sense in playing
feel arc underfinanced, about the
ing the incident and still is the single
was returning from a fraternity meet- 1 around," Mr. Hurst says. "We're all
lack of black faculty members and
most important reason why those ining that night with three of his lucky Yancy ~idn't get killed."
students, and about feeling alienated
vestigating it have not and could not
friends. They had to pass the area of
from the rest of the institution.
get to the bottom of it," he wrote.
the fighting to get to their rooms, and Campus Police Fawted
"Racism is a basic problem for this
"It was an unfortunate reaction
atopped to talk with friends. Some/
Mr. Jiurst's report faulted the
institution," says David Walker, a
that didn't help matters," says Mr ·
members of the crowd came over to 1 campus public-safety director for
black senior. "We come here for an
them and a .. lc ...d a 1-.ts.rlr ,..,,.....,, ;r '-' having neither enough officers on
_ _ _........ ua:: cwm=:m put
wu • "'""'" ..... """~ ............ ""
duty nor a plan in place for dealing
our feet on the soil we feel different
him and knocked off his glasses and
"I
I
as
with such large crowds.
from other students. Sometimes I'm
was angry, w
cut his face.
'
Fourteen university officers were
the only black student in my classjust
SO angry. I said,
"Then everybody started fight- : on duty that night, twice the regular
es . ''
·• I
ing," says Jay Andrade, a junior. i number, and the public-safety direc·
Only SOO of the 2.S,OOQ students arc
'Please, JUSt et one · "We were trying to help each other •
h
·. out,butthecrowdkeptgettingbigger 'I tor, Gerald T. O'Neil, says e
black. The number of black faculty
white guy so much as
thought that would be adequate for
members is also low-34 out of ;
the expected celebration.
,"
: and bigger."
1,279. Most of the 34 arc members of
h
step
on
s
oe.
I.
-- ·
"There's an inference that we
the Afro-American-studies and edu- '
Mr.Jonessayshepickedupastick
should have had a crystal ball. that
' and hit a white football player.
. __ .__,,.. ,. ___ .. _ ... _ ... ~. ,.,_ ~"--cation departments.
University officials attribute the
The black students, realizing they i .. .,..... ,...... .,..,..u .,..., _. .. ,.......
Duffey. "But it was very confusing
recent increase in the number of rathat night. There were so many dif- were outnumbered, decided to run. Mr. O'Neil says. "If we had known,
cial incidents across the nation to a
ferent versions. If you were on the Mr. Hurst said he coyldn't identify we wouJd have done things differentnumber of factors, including the conedge of the crowd you could see one more than IS black ·student~ who ly."
servative climate in the country,
were in the area that night.
Mr. Hurst found an atmosphere of
ihins. But if you were a black student
white frustration with affirmative ac"The crowd was yelling, 'Get the distrust between black students and
bci112 chas~9 and beatep it was a ration, and a lack of historical aware- . G1W IPCIUCQl·.
niggers!' and throwing beer cans and the public-safety department-an atness about the civil-rights move"I don't think anyone wanted to
trash as they chased us," Mr. An- I mosphere that he said had hampered
1
ment.
think the worst. I don't think it was
drade says.
"Racism didn't disappear after the
malicious."
The black students ran toward two
60's," says Randolph Bromery, a
The official denials of racism infuresidence halls. The white crowd
professor of geophysics. "It's latent, 1 riated black students and black mem- 1 pursued the black students to a dorlike a cancer. You just have to probers of the faculty and staff, who
mitory, where the white stu.de~ts
vide the right conditions and it'll remarched to the chancellor's office
broke windows and yelled rac1al Inappear." Mr. Duffey recently ap•••••·
.a
.
' ..,,
pointed Mr. Bromery, a former chancellor here, as an adviser who will ·
help implement Mr. Hurst's recommendations.
Hurst report sive the university 80
opportunity to confront racism. "J
don't think anybody expected thereport to be that hard, or that vivid in
·its descriptions of institutiooaJ racism," says Mlchaei Wolff, a professor of English. "This is an unprecedented opportunity for the university
to deal with some of the structural
problems it faces."
The Hurst report is graphic in describing the events of the evening,
8Dd identifies white football players
as instigators of the violence. It also
blames university officials for their
handling o( the incident.
"My investigation confirmed that
below the level of the chancellor, key
areas of campus life seem to be controlled by no one with significant authority," Mr. Hurst wrote. "The resulting knee-jerk reaction to the crises was inevitable."
In the wake of Mr. Hurst's investiption, there have been calls for the
proseCution of the football players,
who were unnamed in the report; for
the creation of workshops and
courses dealing with racial subjects;
for the employment of more black
faculty members; and for a shakeup
in the administrative staff. Gov. Michael Dukakis even held a press conference with students from the Amherst campus to condemn racism.
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the investigation of the incident.
Much of the distrust is a result of a
1983 case in which a black student
was grr:r.sted i"or allegedly setting 21
small fires in donnitories.
Yvette Henry, a senior majoring in
chemistry, was arrested on the basis
-,ersonality profile and circum- ·
',.
al evidence provided by stuiflonts. She was also dismissed from
her duties as a donnitory adviser and
bar'Nd from living in the donnitories.
The local district attorney later dismissed t"h charges because of insuf·
ficient evidence. Ms. Henry sued the
university. ·The lawsuit was settled
with the stipulation that none of the
parties were to talk about the case.
But ob!'iervers here say that because
none of the details of the case were 1
released. it contributed to a lingering
feeling of di!itrust between black students and the campus police.
"She was a smart woman, and
they arrested her even though they 1
didn't have a shred of evidence.
against her." Mr. Rodriques says.
"There is a lack of trust due to
1
cases like Yvette's," says Anthony
Walker. a member of the Third
World Caucus. Mr. Walker also says
the campus police harass black stu- 1
dents. "They see a black man driving
·a car. and they pull you over because
they think you stole it."
Mr. Hurst wrote: "The administration grossly underestimates the
bitter residue that has resulted from
,~·~ case. In this ensuing climate of
1st. black students understanda...., fear that they are more likely
than white students to be accused
and treated unfairly by campus police and administrators in Student Affairs."
Although Mr. O'Neil feels outside
officials were largely responsible for
Ms. Henry's case. he realizes that
black students blame his department,
a_!ldyl!_"!:.!~Orkin& to jmprpxs

I
I

I

...,... them. ''Tbe offlc:ers are there
to protect the campus," Mr. O'Neil
said. "They don't stop people arbitrarily. They have to have a reason to I
stop someone. And they will stop
anyone whose lights are not on, or is
weaving between lanes."
I
Mr. Duffey acknowledges that Ms.
Henry's case was handled badly •.
And although much of that investigation was handled by outside officials,
Mr. Duffey says, "I can't absolve
campus authorities for their role in
the incident. The arrest was slanted
by racial prejudice and made with circumstantial evidence."
Chancellor Duffey himself made a
controversial move when he asked
two professional baseball players,
e Wilson of the Mets and
•
Barrett of the Red Sox, to
come to the campus to speak about
the World Series incident. To black
students the action was "just an
autograph session for baseball fans,"
savs Pam Caner, a black student.

fOS
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But Mr. Duffey defends the move.
"They sot the attention of a large
number of students who wouldn't
have gone to a program about racism,
but who would go hear baseball play·
ers," he says. "It was hard for anyone to go away from that session
without acknowledging racism."

Wolff. "It~ not enough to do sensi- i
tivity training
for the football play- I'
.
ers. We need to confront racism. Ev- '
eryone in the community is culpable."·
Black faculty members think more
-4·.

"Raclsm is a basic
problem for this
institution. _SometimeS
. I'm the only black
stUdent in my classes."

Oaly Oae Convicted
Black students also point to the

JaCk of UT"CSts in the five months that

bave passed since the World Series
incident. Only one student bas been
convicted in connection with the incident-a white student named Kirk
Friedman wbo admitted to shovinl a
black student. He was pven a threeday suspended senteace, put on ~
black professors need to be hired and
J.tioD for a year, and fiDed $11.5.
that more money must be spent on
· ·· ----- ··----·- !ProgramsliketheCommitteeforCol"lfsomebody black had done what li.
E
·
f Bl k d M"
id
to
Yancy.
they
would
have 1Jegiate ducatton o
ac an
I·
they d
1nority Students, which counsels mibeen in jail," says Mr. Jones. "The :nority students, and &he Horace
process would not have taken as 1
.
long."
Mann Bond Center, which records
the history of the movement for equal
Many here doubt that Hampshire
County investigators will be a~le to
education in the United States.
get the testimony needed to indict
Others say the university musfdo
those involved in the brawl.
more __ than just · talk about diver.. For someone to be brought to jussity.
tice. a lot of white students have to
"Why should white students ap:
stand up and tell what the~ kno~...
prec:iate diversity iffhey don't expesays Ricardo Townes. spectal asSJSf.:' rienc:e ··it?" says Mr. Townes. the
ant to the vice--chancellor for student ' vice-chancellor's assistant. "There's
affairs, who is black. "Black stu-. oo diversity in the faculty or the staff.
dents c:an'ttell you who was chasing The climate suggests a majority situthem becau!'iC they were running. I ation. so why shouldn't white stujust don't think white students will do dents behave that way?''
that. If black students were the per·
Despite their experience~~ &hick
petrators. white students would co- . students say they will stay and work
operate. The. system would move to make the university a better place.
smoothly. In this case. the black ~tu- "I thought about leaving." says
dents have cooperated. but whttes Yancy Robinson. "But you can't run
haven't. Nobody will be punished. and hide from this problem. because
and we'll-have to wait for another
~c:ism is eve~whe~ in society. I
fort nat lnc:Rierit ·•
JUSt want the umver51ty to take action
un.. lt'~ beegreat if they could catch . so that something like t~~s is never
the people involved. but I think it
allowed to happen agam.
looks pretty bleak,·· says Chris For·
kel, a white student ... , just don't
think people will rat on their
friends."

l

Faculty 'Won't Go Extra Step'---·
Some $1Y if 'is time- 1hat faculty

! members took a

more active role.
''I'll be be very surprised if the faculty takes a look at themselves," says
John Bracey, an associate professor
of Afro-American Studies. "I think
they will point the finger at other areas of the university. The faculty
thinks they are very Hberal. but they
won't go the extra step to hire minorities. The faculty needs to face up to
its own acquiescence in racism."
"We don't need token gestures."
says the English department's Mr.

UffiVf.&IITY Of WAU4(Hl.:U

n.

Chancellor Joaepb Duffey:
"We want to atand out
as aa iaatitutioo that hu
c:onfroated the problem."
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SUBTLE DISCRIMINATION
There are a broad range of subtle behaviors and events that
perpetuate inequities for minorities and women in postsecondary
education.
These behaviors are non-actionable, practically
speaking, in the sense that they are not likely to be formally
contested in a court of law.
Condescension: The apparent refusal to take women and minorities
seriously, as students and colleagues, which is communicated
through posture, gesture, and tone of voice.
Role stereotyping:
Expectation of behavior that conforms to the
racial and sexual role stereotypes.
Sexist and racist comments:
Expressions of derogatory beliefs
about women and minorities such as sentiments of "inferiority",
"not intelligent," and " not serious."
Hostility: Avoidance, expressions of annoyance, rsentment, anger
and jokes and innuendoes.
Exclusion:
Unintentional and intentional
minorities and women access to events.

oversights denying

Denial of status and authority:
The covert
refusal to
acknowledge a minority's or a woman's position or their scope of
authority (e.g. bypassing the individual and going to their
superior).
Invisibility:
The
failure
to
recognize
contributions of minorities and women.

the

presence

or

Double standard:
Differential evaluation of behavior as a
function of racial or sex attribution (e.g., regarding a man's
non-academic experience as "enriching" and that of a woman as
indicating a "lack of focus."
Tokenism:
The discretionary
or women members.
·

inclusion of one or a few minority

Divide and conquer: The use of tactics that maximize the social
distance of the minority or woman from each other (e.g.'
informing the woman or minority that he/she is superior to others
of the protected class in ability or achievement).
Backlash:
The rejection of men and women who support efforts to
improve the status of women and minorities.
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
Minutes of the Meeting
Thursday, April 2, 1987

University Union
Taft Room

Present:

Austermiller, Halleck (for Bissland), McCartney (for
Bowers), Buckenmyer, Carr, Conrad, Crawford, Darrow,
DeCrane, Powers (for Friend), Martini (for Hamilton),
Douglass (for Hart), Heineman, Fahrer (for Hughes),
Jordan, Koehler, O'Donnell, Piersol, Richmond, Hoehner
(for Schumacher), Sharp, Stewart, Swaisgood, Thiede,
George (for Weinandy), Wood, and Zwierlein.

Absent:

Blair, Champion, Cleveland, Katzner, McRoberts, Piper,
Schultz, Van De Walle, and Yon.

Guests:

Firestone and Taylor

In the absence of Chair Paul Yon, Chair-elect Sue Crawford
called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m.
Carr moved to accept the minutes of the March 5 meeting as
distributed; Koehler second. Motion carried.
MATERNITY/PATERNITY/
ADOPTION POLICY

Carr presented the proposed policy.
She
noted the proposed policy was the result
of negotiation and compromise by Administrative Council, Acting VP Dalton, ASC
Chair Yon, and Carr, Chair of ASC
Personnel Welfare Committee.
(Copy of
the policy attached hereto.)
In response to questions, Carr pointed out
that the policy was not as broad as the
one proposed by ASC, but an improvement
over the present policy, in that four
months will be considered "usual and
customary" in pregnancy leave; and,
combinations of sick leave, vacation, and
leave without pay may be used.
Carr also pointed out the need to approve
the policy or not, as materials were to
go to the Trustees very quickly.
If
approved, the policy will go forward for
Trustee approval.
If not approved, the
present policy will remain for another
year.
Conrad moved to accept the policy, Koehler
second. Motion carried.
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PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Sandy George reported for Weinandy that
a luncheon program concerning Financial
Planning and Mutual Funds is scheduled
for April 9. Another program related to
counseling students is set for April 20.

FERRARI AWARD

Nomination information is distributed with
a deadline date of April 15.

SCHOLARSHIP

Heineman reported that both scholarships
have been awarded, and that the fund drive
for 1987 will be toward the end of April.

ELECTIONS

Sharp reported that elections are in full
swing, and asked each Council member to
urge his/her respective constituents to
vote.

SPEAKER/PROGRAM

Crawford introduced Jack Taylor, Assistant
Vice President, Minority Affairs. Crawford
noted in her introductory remarks that
given the current climate of racism and
sexism, the Executive Committee thought it
very appropriate to spend more time
discussing these very sensitive and
important issues.
Taylor opened his comments by stating that
the current campus climate is perceived by
minorities as being hostile and condescending.
He spoke specifically of at least four
minority staff members who will not be
returning next year, due to the current
climate, a lack of upward mobility, and an
inability to impact upon one's own
environment.
He noted that from his perspective, based
upon his own observations and meetings he
has recently attended, that the last three
months on campus are worse than the last
nine years.
For minority students, there are problems
in the residence hall and in the classroom.
The picture is very grim, according to
Taylor. We have a decided lack of minorities
in positions of authority, he added. All of
which leads sometimes to many issues being
perceived as racial in nature, even if this
is not accurate.
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Taylor added that we have a crisis
situation, in that the same ingredients
are present now as were present in the
60's, and that the University is regressing
on a lot of gains already made.
Questions to Taylor included:
Why the current upsurge?
National minority leaders suggest that the
current national tone is set by the leadership in the White House and the general
conservatism now prevalent. There has also
been an increase in reported racial
incidents that previously may have been
unreported.
In addition, current national financial aid
programs have been reduced.
Taylor noted
that in 1980, 39% of all students received
some part of a Pell grant, whereas in
1984-85, that number was reduced to 19%·~
Those persons hit hardest are at the lower
income scales.
How do we increase the number of minority
faculty and staff?
Make market adjustments for blacks and
Hispanics.
Increase salaries and create
better opportunities for professional
development.
Crawford thanked Taylor for his comments
and also offered her own comments on
"subtle discrimination," defined as a
series of micro-inequities not grievance
enough to constitute formal complaint
procedures, but serious enough to be of
great concern.
She distributed a listing
of particular inequities against which we
should all guard.
With no further business, the meeting adjourned at 2:26 p.m.

~~s~p~~:~ted,
es M. Sharp
Secretary
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MATERNITY/PATERNITY/ADOPTION LEAVE
MATERNITY LEAVE
1.

FEMALE STAFF MEMBERS WHO GIVE BIRTH ARE ELIGiBLE FOR MATERNITY
LEAVE.
THE CUSTOMARY AND USUAL MATERNITY LEAVE WILL BE FOUR
MONTHS PER PREGNANCY.

2.

THE FOUR MONTH MATERNITY LEAVE NEED NOT BE TAKEN AS CONSECUTIVE
DAYS. tf MIA\titlU'/ A 1 :·KftA.P.>~.-13 il' THE: ADHtfVt~Tk'Hfh'G ~~IMFF Htl'-li~tJL
A~ 0

T \i \;" f; l't Pf" 12 ~ ,.s £ ~~ •

3.

ACCRUED SICK LEAVE, ·ACCRUED VACATION CREDIT AND A LEAVE OF
ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY CAN BE USED DURING THIS 4 MONTH PERIOD. A
FEMALE STAFF MEMBER MAY USE ANY OR ALL OF HER ACCRUED VACATION
CREDIT AND/OR ACCRUED SICK LEAVE DURING HER MATERNITY LEAVE
BEFORE GOING ON A LEAVE OF ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY.

4.

FEMALE STAFF MEMBERS TAKING MATERNITY LEAVE
THEIR POSITIONS AND JOB TITLE UPON RETURN.

5.

A FEMALE STAFF MEMBER WILL NOTIFY, IN WRITING, HER SUPERVISOR
AND THE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF PERSONNEL SERVICES,
PRIOR TO THE START OF HER MATERNITY LEAVE, AS TO THE NUMBER OF
DAYS TO BE TAKEN AS SICK LEAVE, THE NUMBER OF DAYS TO BE TAKEN
AS VACATION AND THE NUMBER OF DAYS TO BE TAKEN AS A LEAVE OF
ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY.

6.

SHOULD A FEMALE STAFF MEMBER DECIDE NOT TO RETURN TO THE
UNIVERSITY FOLLOWING MATERNITY LEAVE, THE FEMALE STAFF MEMBER
MUST NOTIFY HER SUPERVISOR, IN WRITING, NO LATER THAN 30
CALENDAR DAYS PRECEDING HER SCHEDULED RETURN TO WORK.

~~~ATERNITY/ADOPTION

ARE GUARANTEED

LEAVE

Pregnancy, childbirth or adoption may require a temporary interruption
in the ~ay in ~hich an administrative staff member meets customary
contractual obligations. It is the responsibility of the staff member
to notify the immediate supervisor of an anticipated birth or adoption
~hich
the administrative staff member expects ~ill result in such an
interruption.
Moreover, it is the right of an administrative staff
member to secure time to attend to pregnancy, childbirth, or adoption
~ithout
affecting the terms or conditions of the staff member's
employment.
Time needed to attend to pregnancy, childbirth or adoption is to be
arranged on mutually acceptable ~ritten terms ~ith the immediate
supervisor.
Specific details relative ~o the use of sick leave, leave
~ithout
pay,
vacation time, or arrangements for modified ~ark
schedules must also be mutually agreeable to the administrative staff
member and the immediate supervisor. Consideration should be given to
the needs of the individual employee and to the concerns and interests
of the affected unit and its employees. Administrative staff members
should contact the office of Administrative Staff Personnel Services
as early as possible prior to a leave WITHOUT PAY to revie~ benefits.

...
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SUBTLE DISCRIMINATION
There are a broad range of subtle behaviors and events that
perpetuate inequities for minorities and women in postsecondary
education.
These behaviors are non-actionable, practically
speaking, in the sense that they are not likely to be formally
contested in a court of law.
Condescension: The apparent refusal to take women and minorities
seriously, as students and colleagues, which is communicated
through posture, gesture, and tone of voice.
Role stereotyping:
Expectation of behavior that conforms to the
racial and sexual role stereotypes.
Sexist and racist comments:
Expressions of derogatory beliefs
about women and minorities such as sentiments of "inferiority",
"not intelligent," and " not serious."
Hostility: Avoidance, expressions of annoyance, rsentment, anger
and jokes and innuendoes.
Exclusion:
Unintentional and intentional
minorities and women access to events.

oversights denying

Denial of status and authority:
The covert
refusal to
acknowledge a minority's or a woman's position or their scope of
authority (e.g. bypassing the individual and going to their
superior).
Invisibility:
The
failure
to
recognize
contributions of minorities and women.

the

presence

or

Double standard:
Differential evaluation of behavior as a
function of racial or sex attribution (e.g., regarding a man's
non-academic experience as "enriching" and that of a woman as
indicating a "lack of focus."
Tokenism:
The discretionary
or women members.
·

inclusion of one or a few minority

Divide and conquer: The use of tactics that maximize the social
distance of the minority or woman from each other (e.g.,
informing the woman or minority that he/she is superior to others
of the protected class in ability or achievement).
Backlash:
The rejection of men and women who support efforts to
improve the status of women and minorities.
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Administrative Staff Council
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0373

Bowling Green State University
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April 29, 1987

MEMORANDUM
TO:

ASC

FROM:

J. Shar , \

'
RE:

Please be certain to attend the regular ASC
meeting on Thursday, May 7, at 1:30 p.m. in the
Alumni Room of the Union.
This is a most important
meeting, as agenda items will include:
Early Retirement Recommendation
Nominations for Chair-Elect and Secretary
Announcement of Recently Elected Council
Members
Results of Committee Elections
See you on the 7th.
tt
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April 28, 1987

Office of On Campus Housing
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0151
(419) 372-2011
Cable: BGSUOH

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Administrative Staff Executive Committee Members

FROM:

Jill Carr, Chair, Personnel Welfare Committee

RE:

PERS Early Retirement Incentive .Program

The Personnel Welfare Cornmi ttee has carefully reviewed the information
presented by Chris Dalton regarding the PERS Early Retirement Incentive
Program. After considerable discussion and deliberation, ~ wish to bring
the following recommendation to your attention.
The Personnel Welfare Committee recommends that the PERS Early Retirement
Incentive Program be implemented with the following stipulations:
1.

The number of years of service credit to be purchased by the University
should be a maximum of four/five years. Choice of 4 or 5 will depend on
further statistical information.

2.

The buy-out option would be available for one year only.

3.

During this year, the Supplemental Retirement Program WOULD NOT be
available to those participating in the ERIP.

4.

As a result of the temporary, one year option of the SRP, approximately

85-100% of the administrative staff positions lost to retirement could
be replaced and/or 85-100% of the salary pool.
5.

If positions ARE NOT replaced, action should be taken by the Office of
Administrative Staff Personnel Services in cooperation with ASC to
create career paths and advancement opportunities for existing staff.
In addition, the opportunity for re-organization within an area should
be considered.

6.

Employees deciding to participate must indicate their intent 30 days in
advance.
Employees should be encouraged to retire at the end of the
fiscal year.

We ~!come your comments, suggestions, and changes. In addition, ~ ask that
you direct the Personnel Welfare Committee as to the most appropriate time
for this reCommendation to be brought before the full Council for a vote.
Thank you for your tline and consideration.
JC/jm

Bowling Green State University

May 1, 1987

Office of On Campus Housing
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0151
(419) 372-2011
Cable: BGSUOH

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Members of the Administrative Staff Council

FROM:

Personnel Welfare Committee

RE:

Recommendation Regarding the PERS Early Retirement Incentive Program

Attached please find the recommendation approved by the ASC Executive
Committee regarding the PERS Early Retirement Incentive Program.
Please
carefully review this statement as it will be brought up for discussion at
the 5/7 meeting.
It is our hope to gain as much input as possible from all Administrative
Staff regarding this issue. Final approval will be sought at the June ASC
meeting. Council members are URGED to share this will all constituents.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
If you have any questions,
please feel free to call any member of the Personnel Welfare Committee.
Members:

JC/jm

Jill Carr 2-2011
Rich Hughes 2-2011
Jim Austermiller 2-2277
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AGENDA
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
5 MAY 1'387

1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

3.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Personnel Welfare- Jill Carr
Professional Development - Dave Weinandy
Finance- Suzanne Crawford • e,q,t3
Amendments - Pat Koehler
Ferrari Award - Sally Blair
Scholarship - Deb Heineman
Elections - Jim Sharp

t.~ •

OLD BUS I NESS
PERS -

5.

Incentive Plan

NEW BUSINESS

Barb Keller - Guest
Committee Appointments
Parking Appeals Committee
Human Subjects Committee • f2.D N Tho~J United Way Campai£ln-Ut.V~,.~<..t .
~..$/(. t:r/\.C4o o- ~ r~ "'- fit.~"'*'"""
6.COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE CHAIR
State Legislators
Board of Trustees
Chris Dalton, Re: Director ASPS
coi.IT-'\.o~ :!~oJi-twT .1'1\t.~
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University Union
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0350
(419) 372-2241
Cable: BGSUOH

Bowling Green State University
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May 6, 1987
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Administrative Staff

FROM:

Elections Committee

RE:

Election Results; Executive Co~~ittee and
University Committee Elections

The election process for representatives to the 1986-87
Administrative Staff council is now complete.- Enclosed is a
roster of the 0 86- 0 87 Council, with new members in bold face
type.
Three additional election procedures must now be
completed. First, we must elect a Chair-elect and
Secretary. That ballot is enclosed.
Second, we must
select area representatives to the Executive Committee.
That ballot, too, is enclosed. Third, we must elect
Administrative Staff representatives to several University
Committees. Those ballots are likewise included.
Make your selections, and return all ballots to:
Jim Sharp
University Union
no later than May 21, 1986, at 5 p.m.
Thank you for your continued assistance and
participation.
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Agenda
Administrative Staff Council
May 7, 1987

Call to Order
Approval of Minutes
Committee Reports
Personnel Welfare - Jill Carr
._._+
Professional Development - Dave Weinandy ~~
Finance - Suzanne Crawford~~ zqq, AJ.- rotq1
Amendments - Pat Koehler~~~·• J .. o.
Ferrari Award - Sally Bl~ir~~~
Scholarship - Deb Heineman
Elections - Jim Sharp
Old Business
PERS Proposal
New Business
Barb Keller - Guest
Other:
Communications from the Chair
State Legislators
Board of Trustees
Chris Dalton Re: Director ASPS
Committee Appointments
Good of the Order
Adjournment

Do:

DO'S AND DON'TS FOR THE SUPERVISOR

safe workplace and work standards

* Point out that the program makes help possible and available.
* Make it clear that the University is concerned primarily with a
and/or attendance are deteriorating

* Encourage the employee to explain why work standards, behavior,
* Explain that the employee must voluntarily make the decision.
Don't:

* Apologize for confronting the person -- it's your job
• Diagnose -- Do Document
• Moralize -- restrict comments to work standards
• Cover up for the person -- this may lead to serious delay in
receiving help
'
Be put off by the assertion that the person is already getting help
• Be misled by sympathy-evoking tactics
*.

of the Referral Assistance Program.

RAP

* Discuss the person's situation with anyone except representatives

THE SUPERVISORY REFERRAL PROCESS

RECO~~ENDS

SUPERVISOR DOCUMENTS POOR PERFORMANCE
SUPV. CONFRONTS EMPLOYEE ON BASIS OF POOR PERF.

No
AFTER SPECIFIED TIME LIMIT
SUPERVISOR RE-EVALUATES PERFORMANCE

PROBLEM RESOLVED

REFERRAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Bowling Green State University

The Supervisor's Role

You are the key to success in the Referral Assistance Program
because you are in a position to maintain a safe work environment
and accurately judge a person's ability to perform safely and
efficiently. A person who is not meeting the minimal requirements
of a job, whose work standard has dropped noticeably, or whose
actions are unpredictable and unsafe, may be experiencing personal
distress. If norm~l supervisory procedures do not help, you
may refer the per~on to the Referral Assistance Program.

·.

6

*
6
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STEPS TO FOLLOH
Observe and monitor job performance and attendance; document any
deterioration.
Discuss with employee a need for improvement withir a specified
time limit.
I
Refer the person to the Community Resource Brochure or the RAP
Coordinator (2-2228).
Re-evaluate performance.

HHAT TO OBSERVE
The following outline can be useful to you in identifying and
documenting an individual's work standard:

1. Safety l Health
a. Attitude and response to safe working procedures and rules
b. Accidents on the job
· c. Accidents off the job, which affect work standards

2. Absenteeism·· the patterns for absenteeism vary from person to
person, whether the problem is stress, alcoholism, drug abuse,
emotional, marital or financial. The following are some general
patterns. Any excess or increase in absenteeism should be noted.
a. Unauthorized leave
b. Monday absences, Friday absences, or Friday and Monday ab-.
sences
c. Repeated absences of 2-4 days
d. Excessive tardiness, especially on Monday mornings or returning from lunch
e. Leaving work early
f. Peculiar and increasingly improbable excuses for absences
g. Higher absenteeism rate than other persons for colds, flu,
gastritis and other illnesses

b.
c.
d.

3. 0 0n-the-job 0 absenteeisa
a. Continued absences from work station •• more than the job
requires
Frequent trips to water fountain or bathroom
Long coffee breaks
Physical illness on tho job
4.

Difficulty in concentration
a. Work requires greater effort
b. Job takes more time
c. Difficulty in recalling instructions and details

d.
e.

Increasing difficulty in handling complex assignments_
Difficulty in recalling personal mistakes

5. Resistance to change -- may present a threat because their control
of present job allows them to hide low work standards

6. Generally lo~red job efficiency
a. Misses deadlines
b. Uses poor judgment
c. Wastes material
d. Receives complaints from the public
e. Offers improbable excuses for poor work standards
f. Is inattentive, which results in mistakes

.

1. Friction in employee relationships:
a. Overreacts to real or imagined criticism
b. Experiences extremes in morale
c. Borrows money from co-workers
d. Causes complaints from co-workers
e. Harbors unreasonable resentme~ts
f. Begins to avoid co-workers and friends

REMEMBER, every individual may exhibit some of these problems occasionally. It is a pattern of problems over a period of time (several
weeks or months) that you should note and document. All of these
work-related problems may affect the health and safety of not only
the troubled person but those around him/her as well.

MHEU PROBLEHS OCCUR

.

• Confront the person with documented material that reflects their
declining work standards and safe working practices

* Remain objective

* Follow normal disciplinary procedures

* Stress the confidentiality of the RAP

* Explain the advantage of the Referral Assistance Program

FOLLOU UP

* When the situation warrants, help reintegrate the employee into
the work force.
Continue to monitor the employee's work standards
6

'¥enecii"-County Fae111 ty
- Sandusky Valley Center
67 St. Francis
Tiffin, OH
Defiance County Facility
- Maumee Valley Guidance Center
211 Biede Ave.
Defiance, OH
Sandusky County Fac111t1es
- Er1e-Ottawa Guidance Center
1101 Decatur St.
Sandusky, OH
- Counseling and Growth Center
412 Jackson
Sandusky, OH

PARTIAL COVERAGE FACILITIES

447·8331

782·8856

627-5177

627-0712

372-2540

The health insurance plan for full-time
University employees provides 80S coverage ·
for outpatient services from any other
licensed facility. The following facility
provides licensed care services.•
- Psychological Services Center
Psychology Bldg., Rm. 30~
BGSU

* no attempt was made to make a comprehen·
sive resource 11st, nor to evaluate the
quality of fac11it1es listed. Employees
are encouraged to contact any professional
. service they choose.

REFERRAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Bowling Green State University

COMMUNITY RESOURCE BROCHURE

HHAT IS THE B&SU REFERRAL
ASSISTMCE PROGRM?

FULL COVERAGE FACILITIES

F~cilities

352-7588

The health insurance plan for full-time University employees provides 100% coverage for.
, outpatient services from the following facilities. •
Hood County
- Children's Resource Center
1045 Klotz Rd.
Bowling Green, OH

-Wood Co. Council on Alcoholism, Inc.
320 W. Gypsy Lane Rd.
Bowling Green, OH
352-2551

The Referral Assistance Program (RAP)
offers referral information to all University employees who seek professional help
tn solving personal problems. ·The ultimate
goal of the RAP is to direct employees to
campus and community services that will
assist them in removing obstacles to satisfactory work performance. The RAP will
provide an additional means to deal with
such problems. At no time, however, will
the RAP supersede any University policy.
Porttctpntton

- Wood Co. Mental Health Center
1010 N. Prospect
Bowling Green, OH

- Cummings - Zucker Center
123 - 22nd St.
Toledo, OH

244-5511

241-6191

- East Ctr. for Community Mental Health, Inc.
1425 Starr Ave.
Toledo, OH
693-0631

- Family Services of Greater Toledo
One Stranahan Sq.
Toledo, OH

- St. Vincent's Medical Center Psychiatric Svcs.
2213 Cherry St.
Toledo, OH
321-4610

Lucas County Facilities

- Family Services of Greater Toledo (BG Office)
130 S. Ha 1n St.
Bowling Green, OH
352-4624

352-5249

Participation is on a voluntary basts.
Use of RAP services is confidential and
will not appear in your personnel file.

Referral

H0!1 DOES IT t!ORIC?
~loyeo

If you recognize the need for professional assistance in solving some problem
that could impair your job performance,
you are encouraged to seek assistance by
contacting directly any of the agencies
listed in this brochure or by calling the
RAP coordinator at 372-2228.
Suparvisory Referral
If a personal problem interferes with
your job performance, your supervisor may
suggest you contact the RAP. The supervisor will not be involved beyond the referral;
the decision to seek assistance ts that of
the employee. The RAP coo~dinator ts
available to assist employees tn contacting
an appropriate professional service.

REFERRAL ASSISTAnCE PROGRAM
Bowling Green State University
372-2228

- Jewish Family Services
6525 Sylvania Ave.
Toledo, OH

241-3662

885-2561

471-4468

- Toledo Hospital
2142 N. Clove Blvd.
Toledo, OH
or
505 Jefferson Ave.
Toledo, OH

- West Ctr. for Community Mental Health
4853 Monroe St.
Toledo, OH
475-4449

- Court Diagnostic &Treatment Center
One Stranahan Sq.
Toledo, pH
244-8624

- Lutheran Socfal Svcs. of NW Ohio
2149 Co 11 f ngwood
Toledo, OH
243-9178

- Ruth Ide Community Mental Health Ctr.
3350 Collingwood Blvd.
Toledo, OH
242-9577

- Elizabeth Ann Zepf Mental Health Ctr.
5555 Afrport Highway
Toledo, OH
866-4804

668-1628

242-7474

- Catholic Social Svcs. of Toledo
1933 Spielbusch
Toledo, OH
244-6711

- Juvenile Intervention Program
One Stranahan Sq.
Toledo, OH

Huron County Facilities

- George F. Linn Centers
100 S. Old State Rd.
Norwalk, OH

- Alcohol &Drug Ctr. of Huron Co.
35 Benedict Ave.
Norwalk, OH
668-2442

lJ
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL SURVEY RESULTS

183 surveys were returned.
~

1.

TEACHING RESPONSIBILITIES
NO
143
NO but teach
12
YES
28
NUMBER OF COURSES PER YEAR
. 4 courses-2

1 course-14
2
11
3
4

Guest Lecturer - 1
Independent study-1
COOP
1

5

1

13

1

NUMBER OF CREDITS PER YEAR
8 Credits - 1
9
2
13
1
16
1

Non credit - 4
1 credit - 2

. 2.

2

4

3
6

9
6

GRANT MONIES GENERATED
NO
153
YES
30
Total of 84 grants totaling $9,772,750

.::::..=-:::::::
--NUMBER OF GRANTS
6 grants-1
8
1
9
1

No number-5
1 grant -9
2
7

3

3

4

2

.1 0

1

continuous 1

GRANT MONIES GENERATED
$ 750
1000
3500
3800
4000
5000
5500
8000

-

1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1

$19,000
42,000
50,000
65,000

$100,000
112' 000
120,000
160,000

- 1
- 2

-

5
2
6
6

4

$250,000 253,000 267,000275,000 300,000 565,000 2,100,000 5,000,000 -

YEAR OF GRANT
78
79
80
81
82

-

82-83
83
83-84
84
84-85

-

1
5

3
5
3

85
85-86
86
86-87
87
87-88

-

7
5
8
4
6

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

~ 3~

NONE
1
2
3
4
5

74
24
26

6 -

6
1
6

8 -

18
8
7

9

1 2 -

11

3 4 -

4
3

5 6 -

1
5

10 1
15 - . 3
Photographs-40-50
Lots
1

2
2
7
1

1

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS

NONE -

43

NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6

LOCAL
33
9
1
1

Held Office
6.

PUBLICATIONS
NONE - 144

-

10
12
15
20
25
50-100
5.

4.

PRESENTATIONS MADE PER YEAR

19

STATE
56
23
3
1

NATIONAL
67
29
13
6
2
1

42

22

Need for change in the current fringe benefit package
NO
YES
DO NO KNOW
NAA

44
114
9
16

SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF SURVEY
1.

Social Security Number

2.

TITLE :

--A.B.
--c.
-_ _D.
_ _E.
_ _F.
_G.
_ _H.
__I.

3.

Assistant Vice President
Director
Assistant Director
Manager
Assistant Manager
Coordinator
Assistant Coordinator
Head Coach
Assistant Coach

POSITION

_ _A.

_ _B.

Full Time
Part Time

4.

YEAR STARTED AT BOWLING GREEN

5.

STARTING SALARY_ _ _ _ __

6.

CURRENT SALARY_ _ _ _ __

7. CONTRACT
_A. 12 Month
_ _B. 10 Month

-----
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Administrative Staff Council
1987 Election Results
New Council Members
Student Affairs
Bob Arrowsmith
Louise Paradis
Sandra George
Laura Emch
President's Area
Bill Jones
Randy Sokoll
Fran Voll
Planning & Budgeting
James Hoy
Sue Cerny
Operations
Sam Ramirez
Jane.schimpf
Academic Affairs
Norma Stickler
Jim Litwin
Margaret Weinberger
Joyce Kepke
Diane Regan
Katrina Meyer
University Relations
Pat Fitzgerald

Committee Representative Results
Telecommunications

Don Passmore

Parking Appeals

Lirida Swaisgood

Union Advisory Committee

John Buckenmyer

Human Relations

Linda Hamilton

Library Committee

Kathryn Thiede

Monitor Committee

Sue Cerny

University Computing Council

Duane Whitmire

I~
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Administrative Staff Council
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403-0373

Bowling Green State University
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May 27, 1987

MEMORANDUM
TO:

ASC Me:&:mer
: new, old and continuing

FROM:

Jim Sh

RE:

Meeting -

ecretary
hursday, June 4

Congratulations to the newly elected members of
ASC. We will have our annual "passing of the gavel"
meeting on Thursday, June 4 at 1:30 p.m. in the
Alumni Room of the Union.
Please plan to attend, as we have some important
items to resolve.
See you then.
tt

1~7

~)]

D.BtJO

Bowling Green State Univenity

--=D=
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Continuing Education and Summer Programs
300 McFall Center
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403-0200
(419) 372-8181
(:able BGSUOH

June 8, 1987
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Administrative Staff Council Members

FROM:

Suzanne Crawford, Chair ~

RE:

PERS Early Retirement Incentive Plan

Today I received Dr. Dalton's response to our proposal .. As you
can see, he is proposing a compromise. I would like to hear from
you regarding his proposal by Friday June 12 (372-8181, 3726807). This is a rushed response, but it does give us an
opportunity for input. Thank you for considering the request.

June 5, 1987

Vice President for
Planning and Budgeting
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0080
( 419) 372-8262
Cable: BGSUOH

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Dr. Paul Yon, 1986-87 Chair
Dr. Suzanne Crawford, 1987-88 Chair
Admi ni strati ve Staff Council

FROM:

Chris Dalton C/Yz,i.s
Acting Vice President
Planning and Budgeting

RE:

PERS Early Retirement Incentive Plan

I have received your memorandum summari zt ng the recommendations
of the Administrative Staff Councn with respect to the proposed PERS Early
Retirement Incentive Plan (ERIP) for Bowllng Green State University. I'm
confident that I speak for President Olscamp and the other Vice Presidents in
expressing my appreciation for the large commitment of time and effort
devoted to the consideration of this proposal by the Administrative Staff
Council, the ASC Executive Committee and the ASC Personnel Welfare
Committee.
A major concern in our evaluation of van ous PERS ER IP proposals is
their financial impact. As you know, the state budget picture for the next
biennium is still relatively bleak. The recently-passed Ohio Senate budget
bill calls for next year's instructional subsidy for BGSU to be only $800,000
to $1,000,000 more than this year's level. This increase in our subsidy of
about 21 is considered to be an upper 1i mit and was accompanied by an
agreement by the state universities to limit tuition increases to less than
101.
The net effect of these two income limitations is magnified by
relatively large mandated increases in budgeted 1987-88 expenses for
employee insurance plans, retirement contributions for current employees,
and graduate fee waivers (the latter two budgets have major deficits for
1986-87). Taking into account the desire to fund a modest salary increase
for cont 1nut ng f ecul ty end steff, expenses for 1987-88 are current 1y

-2projected to be more then $500,000 greeter then tncome. Thts short fell wtll
become s1gn1f1cently Jerger if the budget b111 epproved by the Senete-House
conference committee hes lower instructionel subsidy levels then those in
the Senete budget bill.
This shortfall impects eny PERS ERIP proposel in et leest two weys.
First, tt makes it even more crucial thet en early retirement incentive
progrem be ·self-funding," i.e. that the sevings genereted from selenes end
benef1ts thet would hove been paid to retirees be sufficient to pey both the
direct costs of the buyout and the salaries and benef1ts for the new
employees who replace the retirees. Secondly, it is very probeble that the
short fell will hove to be covered in mejor pert by not filling significent
numbers of faculty and staff positions vacated in 1987-88. Given such an
environment, we feel that we can not recommend any ERIP plan which would
result in a further reduction in staffing levels.
The bottom line then, is thet we can in this restricted financiel
environment only consider a PERS ERIP if 1t is both ·self-funded~" from a
cash flow point of view and allows for replacement of all retiring staff.
The plan summarized below would, we feel, meet these requirements.
I

I

Maxi mum three year buyout
Option of buyout or SRP for edministrative steff
Replacement of all retiring staff (except in those rare cases in
which a replacement is clearly not needed)
Aveileble to 51 of University employees perticipating in PERS
ERIP open for only one year
Hoving the ERIP eveileble for only one year is dicteted by the current
financial picture deta11ed abovel the projected financial constraints of the
next three to five years, and the uncertain ovensll impact of a PERS ERIP on
the Uni verst ty.
I would appreciate knowing as soon as possible whether this
·scaled-down· ERIP proposal is acceptable to the Adminstrative Staff
Councll Executive Committee. Although I realize that ASC would prefer to
have a five year maximum buyout end a continuous plenl I think that the plan
proposed above still merits epproval since it provides a signiflcent
enhancement to the options of retiring administrative staff members.
Pleese feel free to contect me if you hove eny questions or I con
provide eny edditional informetion.

!21::;>

AGENDA
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
4 JUNE 1"387

1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

3.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
PERSONNEL WELFARE COMMITTEE - JILL CARR
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT - DAVE WEINANDY
FERRARI AWARD - SALLY BLAIR
SCHOLARSHIP - DEB HEINEMAN
ELECTIONS - JIM SHARP :
AMENDMENTS - PAT KOEHLER
FINANCE - SUE CRAWFORD

4.

OLD BUSINESS
PERS - BUY-OUT

5.

NEW BUSINESS
1986 - 1987 GOALS/ACCOMPLISHMENTS
AWARDS

6.

COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE CHAIR

.
.,

J3(

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL

1986 - 1987
1. *Increase the corpus of the ASC Scholarship Fund.

Through the efforts
of the Scholarship Committee (Deb Heineman, Chair; Ann Bowers, Ron
Zwierlein, Kathryn Thiede) the corpus should be in excess of $10,000
by the end of June.

2. *Salary and Fringe Benefit. Proposal. The Executive Committee and the
Personnel Welfare Committee (Ji11 Carr, Chair; Jim Austermiller,
Rich Hughes, and Susan Darrow) prepared and submitted the ASC's
Salary and Fringe Benefit Proposal to the Vice-President for Planning
and Budgeting and FSBC by 13 February. The proposal called for a)
ten percent salary increase and recommended that the employee's
contribution to the cost of family health insurance benefits be
eliminated, b) that the University cover the costs of a complete
physical examination every two -years and that costs associated with
the annual pap smear be assumed by BGSU,
c) that the University
provide full coverage of family dental and vision benefits, and
d) extend to Administrative Staff the opportunity to participate in
a FITWELL program.

3. *Improve Communications with Administrative Staff of Firelands College.
The Executive Committee met with Firelands Staff on 26 May and
recommends to the 1987-1988 ASC to investiga~e the possi~ility of
Firelands representation and to conduct two Executive Committee
meetings on the above mentioned campus within a calendar year.
4. *Pursue ASC Representation at the Board of Trustees Thursday night
committee meetings.
This proposal is currently being considered by
the Board of Trustees, however, the Chair was invited and did attend
the March meeting of the Board as well as the committee meetings held
on the Firelands Campus.
It is anticipated that this question will
be resolved by the Fall semester.
5. *Representation to the Faculty Senate Budget Committee.
Although no
formal written response has been forwarded to the Chair, SEC did
reject ASC's request for representation.
SEC did recommend that
ASC pursue representation on the University Budget Committee.
6. *Handbook Revisions.
The Personnel Welfare Committee recommended
numerous changes to the Handbook. A detailed list of the changes
have been recorded in thi Secretary's office and at the Office of
Adminstrative Staff Personnel Services.
7. *Merit Distribution Recommendation.
The Merit Committee (Tonia
Stewart, Chair; Barry Piersol, Wayne Colvin) submitted its report
on merit. A merit statement was incorporated in the 1987-1988
ASC Handbook.

~~

8.

Made. recommendations not to pursue for 1986-1987 the issue of "no
grievance for non-renewal of contract".

9.

Made recommendations for a proposed Cost Containment Program.

10. Information was collected regarding administrative staff teaching
responsibilities, grants, professional affiliations, publications,
etc. for proposed data base for future salary studies.
11. The Maternity Policy was revised and accepted for inclusion in the
Administrative Staff Handbook.
A separate Paternity/Adoption Leave
Policy was recommended, but was drastically changed by the President's
Administrative Council.
The revised policy was accepted by ASC.
12. A proposed Employee Assistance Program was reviewed for information
purposes only.
13. Recommendations were submitted to the Administration regarding
the PERS Buy-out and the Supplement Retirement Program. ·
14~

The Professional Development Committee (Dave Weinandy, Chair; Linda
Katzner, Rich Hughes, Charles Schultz) offered an excellent program
for 1986-1987. Eight workshops were sponsored involving a total of
310 attendees. The PDC also worked very closely with Linda Hamilton
and Pat Fitzgerald to procure funds for the National Narrowcast
Service.

15. The Amendments and By-Laws Committee (Pat Koehler, Chair; and Gail
Richmond) recommended two amendments to ASC By-Laws which addressed
a vacancy in the Chair-Elect position and a Council's members
interest to take an approved leave from Cbuncil.
These two amendments
were approved by the Board of Trustees at their April meeting.
16. ASC worked with the Faculty Senate, Classified Staff Council,
Undergraduate Student Senate, Graduate Student Senate, and the
University Administration by corresponding with State Legislators
relevent to the impending budget allocations.
A resolution in
support of replacing 240 million dollars to the Board of Regents
Budget was passed by ASC and sent to thirty-five legislators.
At this time the State's higher education budget is incomplete.
17. The Ferrari Award Committee (Sally Blair, Chair; Peace Champion,
Greg DeCrane, Linda Hamilton, Gail McRoberts,. and Paul Yon)
convened in December and revised and clarified the criteria
for nominees. At this time there are six nominees which will
make the selection process most diffcult.
18. ASC invited guest speakers to become more aware of the concerns and
issues.of the Board of Trustees, Faculty, and Classified Staff.
The ASC specifically invited Dr. Jack Taylor, Assistant VicePresident of Minority Affairs, to address council about incidents
of racial harassment on campus this past Spring. Other guests
included Dr. Virgina Platt, Board of Trustees; Dr. Paul Olscamp,
President; Dr. Dwight Burlingame, Vice President, University
Relations; Mr. Rollie Hahn, President, Benefit Risk Management;
Dr. Chris Dalton, Acting Vice President, Planning and Budgeting;

\
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133

San~y Lagro, Chair, University Insurance Committee; Gaylynn
Finn, University Treasurer.

19.

*

Consulted with the Vice-President for Planning and Budgeting
about the employment of the Director of Administrative Staff
Personnel Services.

Denotes 1986-1987 Goals.

.........

13'+
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
Minutes of the Meeting
Thursday, June 4, 1987

University Union
Alumni Room

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Paul Yon at 1:30 p.m.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Ferrari Award

Sally Blair reported that a recipient has been
chosen, and will be announced at the Fall Staff
Convocation.
In addition, the Committee
purchased wall plaques for each of the past
winners.

Scholarship

No report.

Amendments

No report.

Elections

J. Sharp reported the following election results
for the 1987-88 term:
Chair-Elect: Pat Fitzgerald
Secretary: Norma Stickler
Exec Committee: Ann Bowers
Rich Hughes
Sally Blair
John Buckenmyer
Pat Cleveland
Dick Conrad
New Council Members: Jim Litwin, Joyce Kepke,
Margaret Weinberger, Diane Regan, Katrina
Meyer, Bob Arrowsmith, Louise Paradis,
Sandra George, Laura Emch, Jane Schimpf,
Sam Ramirez, Bill Jones, Randy Sokoll,
Scot Bressler, Fran Voll, Jim Hoy, and
Sue Cerny.
·
New terms will begin July 1.

Finance

No report.

OLD BUSINESS
PERS Buy Out

Rich Hughes, Personnel Welfare Committee,
circulated the revised ERIP proposal, which
recommended the 5 year maximum purchase, with
certain stipulations. Austermiller moved to·
approve, Crawford second. Discussion included
the following questions and answers.
What was the reason for the change? Based upon
conversations w1th Act1ng V1ce President Dalton,

..
Administrative Staff Council Minutes, June 4, 1987

.
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Page Two

the 83.7 replacement calculation was confirmed
of the 16 staff positions on the original 75
possible retirees, only 2.7 positions would be
lost.
Does the replacement figure increase if the
number o£ years purchased decreases? Yes. At
a 4 year buy out, 89.1% would be replaced; at
a 3 year buy out, 97.6% would be replaced.
Why is this program ofbenefit to staff?
Creation of career path and the poss1ble
re~structuring of some areas.
Why does the program have to be. self-funding?
Why not fill all of the positions? Comment:
other MAC schools have set as1de monies to fund
the program--why not BG? _Anything that calls
for a reduction in staff is wrong.
What's the scenario for approval? ASC to
Dalton to Admin.istrat1ve Counc1l to the
President to the Trustees.
The question was called and a vote taken on the
motion to approve the recommendations. Motion
defeated.
Yon requested any amendments to the recommen..,.
dations. Motion-made to move recommendation
#4 to #1, and change 83.7% to 100%. Blair
second. Amendment passed.
Move to accept
recommendations as amended by
Crawford, second by zwierlein. Motion passed.
NEW BUSINESS
Goals & Accomplishments

Yon distributed an 86-87 listing to the Council,
copy attached. He also shared Rich Hebein's
memo in response to the ASC request for
participation in the FSBC, copy attached.
Yon also distributed Certificates of Achievement
to those Council members "retiring" from Council
this year, and thanked them all for their
individual efforts.

The meeting adjourned.

ames
Sharp
Secretary

/3~
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

I
~

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
1986 -

1987

1. *Increase the corpus of the ASC Scholarship Fund.
Through the efforts·
of the Scholarship Committee (Deb Heineman, Chair; Ann Bowers, Ron
Zwierlein, Kathryn Thiede) the corpus should be in excess of $10,000
by the end of June.
2. *Salary and Fringe Benefit Proposal.
The Executive Committee and the
Personnel Welfare Committe~ (Jill Carr, Chair; Jim Austermiller,
Rich Hughes, and Susan Darrow) prepared and submitted the ASC's
Salary and Fringe Benefit Proposal to the Vice-President for Planning
and Budgeting and FSBC by 13 February.
The proposal called for a)
ten percent salary increase and recommended that the employee's
contribution to the cost of family health insurance benefits be
eliminated, b) that the University c6ver the costs of a complete
physical examination every two years and that costs associated with
the annual pap smear be assumed by BGSU,
c) that the University
provide full coverage of family dental and vision benefits, and
d) extend to Administrative Staff the opportunity to participate in
a FITWELL program.

3. *Improve Communications with Administrative Staff of Firelands College.
The Executive Committee met with Firelands Staff on 26 May and
recommends to the 1987-1988 ASC to investigate the possibility of
Firelands representation and to conduct two Executive Committee
meetings on the above mentioned campus within a c~lendar year.
4. *Pursue ASC Representation at the Board of Trustees Thursday night
committee meetings.
This proposal i~ currently being considered by
the Board of Trustees, however, the Chair was invited and did attend
the March meeting of the Board as well as the committee meetings held
on the Firelands Campus.
It is anticipated that this question will
be resolved by the Fall semester.
5. *Representation to the Faculty Senate Budget Committee.
Although no
formal written response has been forwarded to the Chair, SEC did
reject ASC's request for representation.
SEC did recommend that
ASC pursue representation on the University Budget Committee.
6. *Handbook Revisions.
The Personnel Welfare Committee recommended
numerous changes to the Handbook. A detailed list of the changes
.
'
have be~n recorded in the Secretary's
office and at the Office of
Adminstrative Staff Personnel Services.

1. *Merit Distribution Recommendation.
The Merit Committee (Tonia
Stewart, Chair; Barry Piersol, Wayne Colvin) submitted its report
on merit.
A merit statement was incorporated in the 1987-1988
ASC Handbook.

•
'
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9.

Made recommendations not to pursue for 1986-1987 the issue of "no
grievance for non-renewal of contract".
Made recommendations for a proposed Cost Containment Program.

10. Information was collected regarding administrative staff teaching
responsibilities, grants, professional affiliations, publications,
etc. for proposed data base for future salary studies.
11. The Maternity Policy was revised and accepted for inclusion in the
Administrative Staff Handbook.
A separate Paternity/Adoption Leave
Policy was recommended, but was drastically changed by the President's
Administrative Council.
The revised policy was accepted by ASC.
12. A proposed Employee Assistance Program was reviewed for information
purposes only.
13. Recommendations were submitted to the Administration regarding
the PERS Buy-out and the Supplement Retirement Program.
14. The Professional Development Committee (Dave Weinandy, Chair; Linda
Katzner, Rich Hughes, Charles Schultz) offered an excellent program
for 1986-1987.
Eight workshops were sponsored involving a total of
310 attendees. The PDC also worked very closely with Linda Hamilton
and Pat Fitzgerald to procure funds for the National Narrowcast
Service.
15. The Amendments and By-Laws Committee (Pat Koehler, Chair; and Gail
Richmond) recommended two amendments to ASC By-Laws which addressed
a vacancy in the Chair-Elect position and a Council's members
interest to take an approved leave from .Council.
These two amendme.
were approved by the Board of Trustees at their April meeting.
16. ASC worked with the Faculty Senate, Classified Staff Council,
Undergraduate Student Senate, Graduate Student Senate, and the
University Administration by corresponding with State Legislators
relevent to the impending budget allocations.
A resolution in
support of replacing 240 million dollars to the Board of Regents
Budget was passed by ASC and sent to thirty-five legislators.
At this time the State's higher education budget is incomplete.
17. The Ferrari Award Committee (Sally Blair, Chair; Peace Champion,
Greg DeCrane, Linda Hamilton, Gail McRoberts, and Paul Yon)
convened in December and revised and clarified the criteria
for nominees. At this time there are six nominees which will
make the selection process most diffcult.
18. ASC invited guest speakers to become more aware of the concerns and
issues of the Soard of Trustees, Faculty, and Classified Staff.
The ASC specifically invited Dr. Jack Taylor, Assistant VicePresident of Minority Affairs, to address council about incidents
of racial harassment on campus this past Spring. Other guests
included Dr. Virgina Platt, Board of Trustees; Dr. Paul Olscamp,
President; Dr. Dwight Burlingame, Vice President, University
Relations; Mr. Rollie Hahn, President, Benefit Risk Management;
Dr. Chris Dalton, Acting Vice President, Planning and Budgetin6;
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Sandy Lagro, Chair, University Insuran?e Committee; Gaylynn
F i n n , Un i v e r s i t y T r e a s u r e r •
· ,- •
19.

*

Consulted with the Vice-President for· Planning and Budgeting
about the employment of the Director of Administrative Staff
Personnel Services.

Denotes 1986-1987 Goals;
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Bowling Green State University

The Faculty Senate
140 McFall Center
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403-0021
Cable: BCSUOH

May 8, 1987

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Paul Yon, Chair
Administrative Staff Council

FROM:

Rich Hebein, Chain_f
Faculty Senate
r~

RE:

Membership on FSBC

The Senate Executive Committee considered your request to have a
member on the Faculty Senate Budget Committee and decided that it
would be more appropriate for you to have a representative on the
University Budget Committee. I suggest that you take up your
request with them.

Thank you for your interest in the budgeting process which is so
important to us all.
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